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IN 1964-1965 FOR 
CAPITAL ITEMS 
TRINITY WILL RECEIVE $11,550,000 OF ITS TEN-YEAR 
GOAL IN THE FIRST FOUR YEARS. 
Not reflected in the Graph are proceeds from the Parents and Alumni Funds of the next Three 
Years which will count in meeting the Ford challenge. 
Ford Challenges T ri~ity 
The Ford Foundation has honored Trinity College by making a 
$2,200,000 challepge gift. This comes to tbe College under the Founda-
tion's Special Program in Education, the purpose of which is to 
"strengthen American higher education by assisting selected private uni-
versities and colleges . .. to reach and sustain new levels of academic 
excellence, administrative effectiveness and financial support." The 
Foundation's program is based on the belief that "regional peaks of ex-
cellence in privately supported education are essential to nationwide 
intellectual vigor and growth, to over-all academic institutional freedom, 
and to broad equality of educational opportunities." 
To meet the challenge, the College must raise three times the grant, or 
$6,660,000, between July 1, 1965, and June 30, 1968. All cash, securi-
ties and items of a tangible nature, and income from bequests and life-
income plans, received in this period may be counted toward the chal-
lenge except government funds of any kind, other funds made available 
by the Ford Foundation, directly or indirectly, and funds received for 
contract research. To meet the challenge will be no small task, but there 
is great optimism among the faculty and administration. The progress we 
have made, both academically and physically, in the past few years has 
been outstanding. Momentum has been created and this gift will add 
impetus and urgency to the task of completing our immediate goals. 
This gift has meant that the goals of the current capital gifts campaign 
be revised upwards. The new goal is, of course, $8,800,000 in the three-
year period ending June 30, 1968. Unpaid pledges toward the current 
campaign which will be fulfilled in this period ammlRt to approximately 
$800,000. If we are to succeed and receive the endtk $2,200,000 from 
the Ford Grant, we must raise the balance of $5,800,000 in new funds. 
The money will be allocated as follows: $2,400,000 for the construc-
tion of a Life Sciences Center for Biology and Psychology; $3,700,000 
for endowment for faculty salaries, scholarships and general educational 
purposes; $2,200,000 for a gymnasium and athletics center; and $500,-
000 for endowment for Watkinson Library. 
In his announcement to the faculty and staff at a special meeting 
Monday, June 21, Dr. Jacobs said, "This challenge grant has resulted 
primarily from the devoted efforts of the Trinity family- faculty, admin-
istration and staff. There can be no doubt that the support given Trinity 
over the years by our alumni and friends alike was also an important 
factor in the decision of the Ford Foundation to make this magnificent 
gift to Trinity. I am deeply grateful to you all. I am confident that the 





Clear skies and comfortable weather helped Trinity Alumni enjoy the two-day 
Reunion, June 11 and 12. Color, evident throughout the Reunion, was most 
prominent in the red fireman costumes of the Class of 1925, which won the Board 
of Fellows Bowl. The decor of their reunion headquarters was a masterpiece of 
reminiscent photos and memorabilia concerning the achievements of the Class. 
Attendance at the Friday afternoon Alumni Seminars, as well as at the buffet 
dinner, preceded by the usual clams and beer, exceeded expectations and was 
the largest in several years. John Dando's readings drew many alumni and wives 
and the usual fraternity meetings were held in the evening. 
Saturday morning's activities included the Memorial Alumni Service, the Phi 
Beta Kappa meeting and an alumni panel on "The Difference Between Two 
Worlds." Reunion class pictures preceded the parade to the Field House for 
luncheon and the annual alumni meeting. 
Most important was the award of the Eigenbrodt Trophy to John R. Cook '10. 
Alumni Medals of Excellence were awarded to Allan K. Smith '11, Herbert R. 
Bland '40 and Dr. Joseph N. Russo '41. 
The Class of 1915 won the Jerome Kohn award for the greatest percentage of 
attendance. Vic Morgan '99 was the oldest alumnus present and Herbert Slate '40 
came all the way from Honolulu for his 25th Reunion. The novel presentation of 
a "money tree" by the Class of 1940 on which was growing in full bloom a check 
for more than three thousand dollars as their 25th reunion gift to the College to 
establish a memorial scholarship fund. 
The Hartford Area Alumni Association was awardeq the Capen Trophy for its 
achievements during the past year. 
Herbert R. Bland '40 had been voted the new Alumni Trustee for a term of 
six years. To the Board of Fellows were re-elected John P. Cotter '33 and William 
K. Paynter '37 as Senior Fellows, and John E. Friday Jr. '51 and Joseph A. 
Astman '38 as Junior Fellows. 
In addition to the previous announcements President Jacobs announced that 
the Trustees had voted to hold Commencement henceforth on the first Sunday in 
June. Financially, the College will again end the year in the black. Concerning the 
work of Trinity students, he said, "The years at Trinity grow more interesting, 
more active, more satisfying. More than in any other year I have noted a significant 
pride in scholarly work among students of all classes. Never has it been so wide-
spread .... Our students would bring outstanding credit to any college." 
The meeting closed with election of new officers, which are listed on page 13 of 
this issue, and the singing of" 'Neath The Elms." 
Annual Report to Alumni 
It gives me great pleasure to report to you at the 
end of my first year as President that the Alumni Asso-
ciation has continued to be of service to the College. 
Two new Area Alumni Associations have been 
formed this year- Westchester and Long Island. 
Last fall the Association established the annual 
"Achievement in Life Award." The first recipient was 
Lucius J. Kellam '35, who received the award during 
half -time of the Homecoming football game with 
Amherst. 
Publication of an alumni newsletter, Along the Walk, 
was undertaken. This two-page report was published 
four times during the year. A complete study of the 
college publications' schedule is being made in an effort 
to spread more evenly the flow of information and re ·· 
ports from the College. 
The Alumni Interviewing Committee has again ren-
dered invaluable service to the College. During the 
year, the Admissions Office referred 271 of the 1800 
candidates for admission to the area committees. They 
were able to complete 203, or 75%, of the interviews 
and report back to the College. Furthermore, 91 out-
standing candidates were revisited after they had been 
notified of acceptance by the College. This personal 
approach was indeed successful. 
\ 
I 
Alumni Association President Seymour E. Smith '34, 
RobertS. Morris '16, and Dr. Robert D . O'Malley '38 
enjoy steamed clams before Reunion dinner. 
The Executive Committee voted that I appoint a 
committee to study the Reunion program. This will in-
clude the possibility of holding Reunion the weekend 
following Commencement, which will henceforth fall 
on the first Sunday in June. Another committee is 
studying the feasibility of adopting a schedule whereby 
three adjoining classes would hold reunion at the same 
time. 
It was also voted to hold no Campus Conference 
in the Fall of 1965 since the capital campaign will be 
about to open in the Hartford area and many alumni 
will be involved in that effort. 
May I take this opportunity to express the gratitude 
of the Alumni Association to our Alumni Secretary, 
John A. Mason '34, for his devoted work for the 
Association. 
On my own behalf, may I thank the officers and 
members of the Executive Committee for their valu-
able assistance throughout the year. 
Respectfully submitted, 
SEYMOUR E. SMITH '34, President 
Trinity College Alumni Association 
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Corner of 1925 
Reunion Headquarters . 
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Wales '01 
Vic Morgan '99 receives Oldest 
Alumnus Award from R eunion 
Chairman Ollie Johnson '35 
Alumni Medal winners, left to right: 
Herbert Bland '40, Allan Smith '11 
and Dr. Joseph Russo '41 
The 1940 
"Money Tree," 
Dick Morris '40, 
left, and Gus 
Andrian '40. 

Honorary degree recipients with President Jacobs: 
Front row, left to right-Clifford C. Nelson, doctor of humane 
letters; Igor Sikorsky , doctor of science; President Jacobs; The 
Right Rev. John E. Hines, doctor of sacred theology; and Edward 
C. Horn, doctor of science. Back row, Robert S . Brawley, doctor 
of humane letters; F. Edward Lund, doctor of laws; Gladden W. 
Baker, doctor of laws; and Asger F. Langlykke, doctor of science. 
Commencement - 1965 
The College celebrated its 139th Commencement 
Saturday and Sunday, June 12 and 13. 
Class Day exercises and AFROTC Commissioning 
ceremonies were held Saturday. Thirteen seniors were 
commissioned Second Lieutenants in the United States 
Air Force. Later in the day Robert A. Dunlop, Presi-
dent of the Sun Oil Company and father of senior 
Richard G. Dunlop, delivered the main address at the 
outdoor Class Day exercises. 
The Class History and Prophecy was a clever pro-
duction in the format of "The Fantasticks," in which the 
authors had taken part when the play was presented 
as one of the opening events of the Goodwin Theatre 
this spring. The two important awards made at Class 
Day were: The McCook Trophy to Edward J. Lazzerini 
and the 1935 Most Valuable Football Player Award to 
Rufus W. Blocksidge III. 
The Baccalaureate Service was also held outdoors in 
front of Northam Towers Sunday morning. The Rt. Rev. 
John E. Hines, Presiding Bishop of the Episcopal 
Church, delivered the sermon to the largest congrega-
tion in several years. 
In the afternoon, the College awarded honorary de-
grees to eight leaders from the world of aviation, 
education, insurance, music, science and religion. Fol-
lowing the Commencement Address by Igor Sikorsky, 
inventor, designer and builder of the helicopter, two 
hundred and fifty young men received bachelor degrees, 
five fifth-year students were granted a second bachelor 
of science degree in engineering, and seventy-two men 
and women received masters degrees. 
For the first time in many years the Valedictorian of 
the Class, E. William Chapin Jr. , spoke for the class 
prior to receiving his degree. Chapin was graduated with 
honors in mathematics and general scholarship. Thirty-
seven others received honors in various fields and a total 
of twenty-five were elected to Phi Beta Kappa. 
It was a perfect day for camera fans and it seemed as 
though each family had at least one camera to record the 
important commencement event. 
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"Excerpts" 
"Beauty- the message of involvement and responsibility" 
"The 'beauty' and 'goodness' we find in the world, is 
God's promise that the World is Good and is full of 
rich gifts which Man is to take and make profitable! 
"The beauty we find in the world is God's promise 
that out of the mystery of creation, by His Grace, 
heal th, and wholesomeness, and meaning, and fulfill-
ment can emerge! . . . 
"So that 'beauty' is the 'message of involvement' and 
'responsibility' for you and for me, and for all men! 
And, because of this, we can say that 'beauty' is the 
'first fruits ' of 'vocation' on this Earth! Some men dig 
into the earth and all kinds of things emerge: metals 
that frame great buildings, coal that gives us power, 
gas and oil that furnish energy, and a whole 'segment 
of mankind,' through its crafts and skills, reflects the 
dedication of the Psalmist: 'Except the Lord build the 
house their labor is but lost that build it! ' Some men 
plow the earth, seed it, cultivate it and so minister to 
the physical hunger of the human race! Some men 
are sensitive to the hurts that stem from the complex 
ways of highly organized society and the healing arts 
develop! Others, challenged by the injustices which are 
the product of man's fiercest rivalries, take up that 
challenge in the interest of 'fairness' and justice is 
served by masters of the law! ... 
"Whatever else this text: 'And behold God saw that 
it was very good' may mean, it means that God does not 
make mistakes! He is the best and most far-sighted of all 
planners! 'Use it' or, 'abuse it!' is the command which 
accompanies His gifts of Beauty and Goodness! And, 
at this command, the priceless 'treasure' implicit in 
God's mystery of creation, the gift of 'freedom' is born 
and must be borne by those 'made in His image'! 
Tragedies may come as a result of this 'freedom' -
indeed, they do! But we cannot turn away saying 'It is 
too much'! For this is a 'denial of God' and a rejection 
of life! 
"The Beauty we find in this world is God's promise 
that this is His world, formed by His Hand, governed 
by His immutable laws and that the first law of life is to 
obey God's will, as revealed in the fabric of Creation!" 
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From the Baccalaureate Sermon 
THE RT. REV. JOHN E. HINES 
"Nothing can equal the free work of free men" 
When your 25th reunion takes place in I 990, many 
of you may be flying to New York or Boston or Hart-
ford from other parts of this country or even from 
other countries of the world. It is possible the airplanes 
in which you arrive will have flown at speeds of 2,000 
miles an hour or more. It is also possible that the con-
necting helicopter transportation available will take 
you from the jet airport in comfort to downtown Hart-
ford at speeds exceeding 300 miles an hour. 
There is no doubt that these and even greater and 
more spectacular achievements are definitely in the 
immediate further developments of the combined air 
and science and space industry. Speeds we think of today 
only in terms of our fastest fighter craft or space 
vehicles; numbers of passengers on each aircraft un-
dreamed of today; an air transportation network carry-
ing people from all corners of the earth, not only to 
major air terminals but directly to the world's city cen-
ters. This combination of conventional airplanes for long 
distances and short-haul vertical lift aircraft will, in all 
probability much sooner than 1990, provide nearly 
door-to-door convenience- and all the way by air. The 
system is already here. The vehicles are either in exist-
ence or on the drawing board . .. . 
You young men have the good fortune to begin your 
life's work in this great country of freedom and oppor-
tunity. Very few other countries of the world offer such 
privileges. In order to achieve happiness and success 
and to contribute something worthwhile toward human 
progress, nothing can equal the free work of free men. 
This is the foundation upon which the indisputable 
success of the United States of America has been built. 
Let me close with the words of an outstanding man 
whose foresight over half a century ago made possible 
the construction of my first four-engined airplane in 
Russia, which, after a series of events, led to my 
coming to this country and thus to the honor of 
addressing you this afternoon . His philosophy, which 
I would like to leave with you, was this: Money lost-
nothing lost; Health lost- little lost; Spirit lost- every-
thing lost. 
From the Commencement Address 
IGOR I. SIKORSKY 

COMING ALUMNI MEETINGS 
CAPE COD AND THE ISLANDS 
Luncheon-Thursday, 
August 12, 12 o'clock noon 
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman B. Brainerd's '30 
M enauhaut, East Falmouth, Mass. 
HARTFORD 
Annual Meeting-Monday, October 25 
Mather Dining Hall, Trinity College 
Speaker: Dr. Francis .J. Braceland, Hon. 
'38 
Monthly Luncheons--City Club 
October 5 
Jacob W. Edwards '59 
Director of the Graduate 
and Summer Schools 
November 2 
Donald G. Miller 




Director of College Relations 
January 4 
Ward S. Curran '57 
Assistant Professor of 
Economics 
February 1 
Murray S. Stedman Jr. 
Professor of Government 
March 1 
Frederick L. Gwynn 
Goodwin Professor of English 
AprilS 
Michael R. Campo '48 




Associate Professor of 
Chemistry 
May 31 
Louis H. Naylor 




December 1 Columbia Club 
Speakers: President Albert C . .Jacobs 




Speaker: Professor .John Dando 
NEW ALUMNI AREA 
ASSOCIATION OFFICERS 
CENTRAL CONNECTICUT 
NEW BRITAIN AREA 
Thomas J. Meskill Jr. '50, President 
241 Vine Street, New Britain, Conn. 
Thomas S. Claros '50, Vice President 
484 West Street, Bristol, Conn. 





William R. Gladwin '55, President 
P.O. Box 33, Hopkins, Minn. 
Bruce T. Klein '64, Secretary 
Route 3, Box 324, Wayzata, Minn. 
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ASSOCIATION NOTES 
At Dan Webster's Spring Frolic 
Bo wling at the Spring Frolic--(left) John Mason '34 and Dan Webster '10 vs. (right) Ray 
Oosting and Ron Kinney '15-The oldsters won! 
At the Spring Frolic-Fred Hinkel '06, William Hasburg '17, Giles Randall '08, Harold 
Lynch '20, Fred Tansil '22, and Stanley Miller '23 
THE TRINITY COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
President 











Seymour E. Smith '34 
Andrew Onderdonk '34 
William R. Peelle '44 
Ethan F. Bassford '39 
Gerald J. Hansen Jr. '51 
John T. Wilcox '39 
John C. Gunning '49 
Donald R. Reynolds '51 
Norman C. Kayser '57 
John F. Walker '29 
john A. Mason '34 
Executive Committee 
Terms expire 1966 
James R. Glassco Jr. '50 
William B. Starkey '44 
Robert M. Blum '50 
Terms expire 1967 
David B. Beers '57 
Charles S. Britton '55 
Morris L. Lloyd Jr. '60 
Ex Officio Herbert R. Bland '40 
Nominating Committee 
Terms expire 1966 
Thomas Burgess Jr. '32 
E. Laird Mortimer III '57 
Terms expire 1967 
Martin D . Wood '42 
Richard K. Hooper '53 
Terms expire 1968 
Benjamin Silverberg '19 
Bradford M. Cogswell '48 
Athletic Advisory Committee 
John Gooding Jr. '31. Term expires 1966 
Nelson A. Shepard '21. Term expires 1967 
Donald J. Viering '42. Term expires 1968 
Alumni Trustees 
Harris K. Prior '32, Term expires 1968 
Charles T. Kingston Jr. '34, Term expires 1969 
Theodore D. Lockwood '48, Term expires 1970 
Herbert R. Bland '40, Term expires 1971 
Local Alumni Association Presidents 
Albany - John W. Coote, '51 
53 Kenaware Ave. , Delmar, N.Y. 
Baltimore -Donald C. Wigglesworth, '50 . 
205 Birch Drive, Severna Park, Maryland 
Boston - Joseph S. Michelson, '55 
J. Slotnik Co. , 99 Chauncy Street, Boston 11 , Mass. 
Chicago - Charles B. F . Weeks, '59 
340 W. Oakdale, Chicago, Illinois 
Cleveland- William G. Pollock, ' 53 
511 North Main Street, Chagrin Falls, Ohio 44022 
Detroit - Douglas Donald, Jr. , '50 
33 Beaupre, Grosse Pt. Farms, Michigan 
Fairfield- D. Michael Mitchell, '51 
23 Flicker Lane, Rowayton, Conn. 06853 
Hartford - Andrew W. Milligan, '45 
15 Winterset Lane, West Hartford, Connecticut 
Long Island - John Gooding, Jr., '31 
166 Oxford Boulevard, Garden City, Long Island, N.Y. 
Los Angeles - Joseph D . Pinsky, '45 
9334 Rives Avenue, Downey, California 
Minneapolis - William R. Gladwin, '55 
P.O. Box 33, Hopkins, Minnesota 55344 
New Britain- Thomas J. Meskill, Jr. , '50 
241 Vine Street, New Britain, Connecticut 
N ew Haven - Robert J. Gillooly, '54 
72 Dessa Drive, Hamden 17, Connecticut 
New London- Lewis A. Wadlow, '33 
Neck Road, Old Lyme, Connecticut 
New York -Desmond L. Crawford, '36 
East Saddle River Road, Ho-Ho-Kus, New Jersey 
Philadelphia - Samuel F . Niness, Jr., '57 
154 Devonshire Road, Devon, Pennsylvania 
Pittsburgh - Richard D . Royston, '55 
1517 Powers Run Road, Pittsburgh 38, Pa. 
Pro vidence -James J. Rhein berger, '45 
76 Freedom Drive, Cranston 10, R.I. 
Rochester- George F . Butterworth, III, '41 
480 Van Vorhis Ave. , Rochester 17, N.Y. 
St. Louis- William M. Vibert, '52 
405 West Essex Avenue, Kirkwood 22, Missouri 
San Francisco - Alexander M. Hunter, '48 
241-29th Avenue, San Francisco, California 
South Florida - Thomas H. Barry, '51 
15830 S.W. 99th Avenue, Miami 57, Florida 
Springfield - Bradford M. Cogswell, '48 
41 Dover Road, Longmeadow, Massachusetts 01106 
Washington , D.C. - Robert G. Scharf, ' 58 
3809 Blackthorn Street, Chevy Chase 15, Maryland 
Westchester - Wilson Haight, '37 
E-Z Mills, Inc., 350 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 
Western Connecticut - Walter C. Shannon, '57 
244 Gaylord Drive, Waterbury, Connecticut 
Western New York -Robert B. Laub, '54 
1051 Clinton Street, Buffalo 6, New York 
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NECROLOGY 
WILLIAM EDMUND LARNED, 1910 
Col. William E. Larned, commanding 
officer of Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, N.J., 
in World War II, died in St. Petersburg, 
Fla., June 11. He leaves his wife and a 
son, Capt. William E. Larned Jr. 
Born January 27, 1888, in West Point, 
N.Y., a son of Col. Charles William 
Larned and Louise Hoffman Alexander, 
he prepared for college at St. Luke's 
School, Wayne, Pa ., and entered Trinity 
in 1906 with the Class of 1910, but only 
remained in residence for one year. His 
fraternity was the Phi Kappa Chapter of 
Alpha Delta Phi. 
Entering West Point in 1907, he grad-
uated four years later and served at 
several posts in this country and in the 
• Canal Zone. During World War I he 
served as commanding officer of the 83rd 
Field Artillery, Eighth Division, in 
France, with the rank of acting Colonel. 
He received the Legion of Merit and the 
Army Commendation Ribbon. 
From 1920 to his retirement in 1948 
from active duty he was with the Ord-
nance Department.- G.C.C. 
ARTHUR WORTHINGTON BUNNELL, 1911 
Word has reached the College of the 
death of Arthur W. Bunnell November 
2, 1964, in Running Springs, California. 
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Grace M. 
Bunnell. 
Born August 22, 1888, in New Haven, 
Conn., a son of ' the late Henry Hobart 
Bunnell and Adele Arthur Smith, he pre-
pared for college at Norwich Academy, 
Norwich, Conn., and entered Trinity in 
1907 with the Class of 1911, but only 
remained in residence for one year. His 
fraternity was the Beta Beta Chapter of 
Psi Upsilon. 
Mr. Bunnell worked for several east-
ern banking houses and then joined the 
Baltimore Consolidated Gas & Electric 
Co. He was also with the drygoods firm 
of Harding Tilton Co. of Boston. Prior 
to his moving to California in 1932, he 
represented Cassidy Company, Inc. of 
New York for ten years. Recently he 
had been associated with the Lake Ar-
rowhead Development Company. 
HERMAN STUMPF MURRAY, 1911 
Herman S. Murray, retired silk im-
porter, died June 14 at Woodmere, Long 
Island, N.Y. He leaves his widow, the 
former Miss Susanne Elizabeth Warren; 
two daughters, Mrs. Francis Hine Low 
and Mrs. Charles Taylor Lovering II; 
and a son, Russell II. His brother was 
the late Ambrose Spencer Murray III, 
Class of 1910. 
Born August 3, 1888, in Spring Lake, 
N.J. , a son of the late Russell Murray, 
Class of 1873 and Rosa Neilson Stumpf, 
he prepared for college at Allen-Steven-
son School, New York City, and entered 
Trinity in 1907 with the Class of 1911, 
but only remained in residence for one-
half year. His fraternity was the Epsilon 
Chapter of Delta Psi. 
After graduating from Harvard in 
1913, Mr. Murray entered the silk im-
porting business in New York City and 
was employed by several firms. In recent 
years he had been J.k.ving in retirement 
at Woodmere. 
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DUDLEY CHARLES TuRNER, 1912 
Dudley C. Turner of West Simsbury, 
Conn., died May 1. He leaves his wife, 
Mrs. Mary Hollack Turner. · 
Born in Hartford in 1889, a son of 
Charles W. Turner and Margaret 
Dougherty Turner, he prepared for col-
lege at Hartford Public High School and 
entered Trinity in 1908 with the Class of 
1912, but only remained in residence 
for three years. His fraternity was the 
Alpha Chi Chapter of Delta Kappa Ep-
silon.- H.W. 
WILLIAM LAWRENCE PECK, 1916 
William L. Peck, who served in the 
U.S. diplomatic service from 1922 to 
1951 as consul, died May 16 in New 
Preston, Conn. He leaves a brother, 
Theodore A. Peck, Class of 1915, and 
two sisters, Miss Ann M. Peck and Mrs. 
Alice Snow. 
Born March 30, 1895, in Putnam, 
Conn., a son of the late Theodore Mount 
Peck, Class of 1880, and Anna Eliza-
beth Abbot, he prepared for college at 
the Gunnery School, Washington, Conn. 
As an undergraduate he was a member 
of the Freshman-Junior Banquet, Fresh-
man Rules, Sophomore Hop, Sophomore 
Smoker and Junior Prom Committees. 
He was on the Tripod Board for four 
years and held the position of advertis-
ing manager and treasurer. His frater-
nity was IKA, now Delta Phi. 
After graduation Bill taught at Trinity 
Chapel School, New York City, for a 
year before serving with the 6th U.S. 
Marine Gun Battalion, 2nd Division, 
A.E.F. He was awarded the Legion of 
Honor, the Croix de Guerre and the 
Distinguished Service Cross. 
Entering the Foreign Service after the 
war, he was assigned as United States 
consul to various nations- among them 
Sweden, France, Italy, Australia and the 
Gold Coast, West Africa. During World 
War II he was stationed in Marseilles, 
France, and with his wife, the former 
Miss Olga Skopitschenko, was interned 
in Baden-Baden for a year and a half. 
Mrs. Peck died in 1952. 
Since his retirement from the Foreil!n 
Service, Bill had been residing in Madi-
son, Conn., until he was moved to a 
nursing home in New Preston last year. 
-R.S.M. 
HERBERT WILLIAM JEPSON, 1917 
Dr. Herbert W. Jepson, a practicing 
dentist in Bridgeport, Conn., for 44 
years, died May 5 at the Veterans' Hos-
pital, West Haven, Conn., after a long 
illness. He leaves his wife, Mrs. Rachel 
Axtell Jepson; a daughter, Mrs. Malcolm 
B. Leslie; and a brother. Dr. Chauncey 
A. Jepson, Class of 1925. 
Born December 26, 1893, in Walling-
ford , Conn., a son of the late Rev. 
William Henry and Emily Mary Jepson. 
he prepared for college at the Sanford 
School, Redding Ridge, Conn., and en-
tered Trinity in 1913 with the Class of 
1917 but only remained in residence 
for two years. As an undergraduate he 
was a member of the football squad, his 
class track team. the Freshman-Junior 
Banquet Committee and the Sophomore 
Dining Club. His fraternity was the Phi 
Psi Chapter of Alpha Chi Rho. 
After serving in the Infantry and 
Medical Corps of the U.S. Army during 
World War I, he graduated from the 
Dental School of Temple University in 
1918 and practiced dentistry in Bridge-
port from 1919 to 1963 when he retired. 
Dr. Jepson served as senior warden 
of Christ Episcopal Church in Bridge-
port for many years and had been 
active in local veteran and Masonic 
circles.- J.A.R. 
ALBERT NEUMANN RoCK, 1917 
Albert N . Rock died suddenly May 27 
at his home in Sussex, N.J. He leaves 
his wife, the former Miss Joan Hay, and 
a son, John Lewis Rock. Another son, 
Albert George Rock, died April 10, 1962. 
Born June 14, 1894, in Newark, N.J., 
a son of the late Rear Admiral George 
Henry Rock, U.S.N., and Gertrude Neu-
mann, he prepared for college at St. 
James School, Hagerstown, Md. As an 
undergraduate he was a member of the 
Freshman-Junior Banquet Committee 
and the 1917 class track team. He held 
the office of class secretary-treasurer, 
vice president, and president. A member 
of the Sophomore Dining Club, College 
Senate and Medusa, he was elected Col-
lege Marshal and Class Day President. 
His fraternity was the Epsilon Chapter 
of Delta Psi. 
After graduation Al served in the U.S. 
Navy for two years with the rank of 
Lt., j.g. From 1920 to 1929 he was em-
ployed with the Hay Foundry & Iron 
Works and from 1929 to 1932 with the 
Bethlehem Steel Co. From 1933 to his 
retirement December 31, 1954 he was a 
coordinator with Gibbs & Cox, Inc., 
Naval Engineers. 
AI was a member of the Society of 
Naval Architects and Marine Engineers. 
A Trinity alumnus with a tremendous 
gift of loyalty to his college and to his 
class, he will be missed by his many 
friends.- J.A.R. 
ROMILLY FRANCIS HUMPHRIES, 1920 
Word has reached the College of the 
death of Romilly F . Humphries Novem-
ber 22, 1962, in Ruxton, Md. He leaves 
his wife, the former Miss Jean B. Cotton, 
a son, Romilly F. III, and a daughter, 
Miss F. Jay Humphries. Floyd T. 
Humphries, Class of 1920, is his brother. 
Born June 20, 1897, in New York City, 
a son of the late Rev. Romilly F. 
Humphries, Class of 1892, and Elizabeth 
Jane Thurston Humphries, he prepared 
for college at Boys Latin School, Balti-
more, Md., and St. James School, St. 
James, Md. He entered Trinity in 1916 
with the Class of 1920, but only re-
mained in residence for one year. His 
fraternity was the Phi Kappa Chapter 
of Alpha Delta Phi. 
Mr. Humphries served with the 110th 
Field Artillery of the 29th Division in 
World War I. 
MARTIN EDWARD WHALEN, 1920 
Martin E. Whalen died February 28th, 
in Hartford. He leaves his wife, Mrs. 
Elizabeth E . Comeau Whalen. 
Born in Wethersfield, Conn., in 1898. 
a son of the late John E. Whalen and 
Sue McNamara Whalen, he entered 
Trinity in 1916, but only remained in 
residence for two years. His fraternity 
was the Delta Chi Chapter of Sigma Nu. 
For many years Mr. Whalen was a 
self-employed accountant in Hartford. 
-J.H. 
JOHN MITCHELL ENGLAND, 1922 
Col. John M. England, U.S. Army re-
tired, died June 2 in Tilton, N.H. He 
leaves his widow, the former Miss Elma 
A. Dalton, whom he married in Hart-
ford, Conn., October 17, 1923, and two 
sons, John M., Jr. , and Richard H. Eng-
land. 
Born May 13, 1901 , in Uniontown, 
Ky., a son of the late Rev. Howard 
Glisan England and Ella Blanche 
Mitchell , he prepared for college at 
Central High School, Washington, D.C. 
As an undergraduate he was on the 
football squad for two years and was 
named manager of the 1921 baseball 
team. He also served on the Senate and 
the Tripod, the latter for three years. H is 
fraternity was the Sigma Chapter of 
Delta Phi. 
"Mitch" spent his entire service career 
of 32 years with the artillery and was 
stationed in Hawaii, Panama and the 
Philippines. In World War II he took 
part in Normandy. Northern France and 
the Rhineland with the 51st AAA Bri-
gade. He retired in 1953 and lived in 
Tilton, N.H., where recently he bad been 
Commandant of the New Hampshire 
Soldiers' Home.- B.G. 
WALTER EBERLE WHITAKER, 1928 
Walter E. Whitaker, president and 
owner of the Hartford warehouse and 
trucking firm of Whitaker & Sons, died 
suddenly in Hartford April 27th. He 
leaves his wife, the former Miss Kathryn 
Virginia Getty; a son Bruce L., Class of 
1956, and a daughter, Mrs. Dawson 
Brown. 
Born August 9, 1905, in Hartford, 
Conn., a son of the late George Lewis 
Whitaker and Susan Eberle, he pre-
oared for college at Hartford Public 
Hieh School. At Trinity he played foot-
ball . ba•ketball for three years, being 
captain of the basketball team, and base-
bat!. He was a member of the Sopho-
more Hop and the Junior Prom 
Committees, the Senate and the Medusa. 
His fraternity was the Delta Chi Chap-
ter of Sigma Nu. 
"Bub" worked for the Connecticut Mu-
tual Life Insurance Co. and taught at 
Pomfret School, Pomfret, Conn., before 
forming his trucking firm. He was a 
member of the Wethersfield Lions' Club 
and a director of the Wethersfield 
Country Club.- R.B. 
THOMAS WILLIAM CASEY, 1929 
Thomas W. Casey died April 26. 1965 
in Jersey City, N.J. He leaves a nephew, 
John J. Casey of Wethersfield, Conn. 
Born April 7. 1907 in Hartford. 
Conn .. a son of the late W. L. Casey of 
Ea•t Hartford. he orepared for college 
at East Hartford High School and en-
tered Trinity in 1925 with the Class of 
1929. but only remained in residence 
for one year. . 
For some years Mr. Casev had been 
associated with the Phoenix Mutual Life 
Insurance Co. of Hartford. 
WILLIAM PRALL AsPELL, 1945 
William P. Aspell. well-known Hart-
ford lawyer died June 5 at his home in 
West Hartford. He leaves his wife. th~:, 
former Miss Mary Catherine Fitzgerald 
of Hartford. his mother. and a son. 
James F. Frank A. Kelly '41, is his 
brother-in-law. 
Born April 23, 1924 in Waterbury, 
Conn., a son of the late Patrick John 
Aspell and Elizabeth Prall, he prepared 
for college at William H all High School, 
West Hartford, Conn. As an undergrad-
uate he was president of both the De-
bating Club and the Political Science 
Club. He was elected to the Senate, and 
named its president. 
At his graduation Bill was awarded a 
Terry Fellowship and enrolled at the 
Harvard Law School receiving the LL.B. 
in 1948. Admitted to the bar in 1949 
he was a prosecutor for the Newington 
Town Court and practiced law with Ed-
ward S. Pomeranz. In 1955 he joined 
the Hartford law firm of Gordon, Muir 
& Fitzgerald and was elected a partner 
in 1959. Early in 1965 he left private 
practice to become deputv reporter of 
judicial decisions for the State of 
Connecticut. 
Bill was a member of the Hartford 
County Bar Association, the Connecticut 
Bar Association, the American Bar As-
sociation, and the American Judicature 
Society. He Was a former editor of the 
Connecticut Bar Journal and the H art-
ford County Bar Newspaper.- D.M. 
ROGER GEER DISSELL, 1946 
The Rev. Roger G. Dissell, assistant 
rector of St. Francis Church, San Fran-
cisco, Cal., died in that city May 18. He 
leaves his mother. Mrs. Edward E. 
Dissell, a brother, Edward, and a sister, 
Miss Dorothy G. Dissell. 
Born June 16, 1924 in Hartford, 
Conn .. a son of the late Edward Everett 
Dissell. Class of 1911, and Dorothy Geer 
Dissell, he prepared for college at 
Loomis School, Windsor. Conn., and en-
tered Trinity in 1942 with the Class of 
1946, but only remained in residence for 
one year. 
He served in the Navy from 1943-
1946 and again in 1952-1954 with the 
rank of Lieutenant, jg. A graduate of 
Yale University and of the Union Theo-
logical Seminary. he served as a curate 
at St. Luke's Church, D arien, Conn., 
and as rector of Bishop Seabury Me-
morial Church, Groton, Conn., before 
he moved to San Francisco in 1959.-
C.S.H. 
ROBERT ERNEST RAEDER, 1962 
2nd Lt. Robert E. Raeder was killed 
instantly May 12 in New Marlboro, 
Mass., when his jet plane crashed while 
on a training mission. He had returned 
from advanced oilot training in Texas 
only a few days. before the ·accident. 
Born November I, 1940. in Pough-
keepsie, N .Y ., a son of Dr. Emil G . and 
Ruth B. Raeder. he prepared for college 
at the Millbrook School. Millbrook, N.Y. 
At Trinity he served on the Campus 
Chest Committee and played on the 
squash team. His fraternity was the Ep-
silon Chapter of Delta Psi . 
After graduation he joined the U.S. 
Air Force and was awarded silver pilot 
winl!s upon the completion of the course 
at Vance AFii , Okla. He was then as-
signed to Perrin AFB, Texas, for F-102 
Delta Dagger training. 
Besides his parents he leaves his wife. 
the former Miss Mary Macy Pel!. whom 
he married June 20. 1959, in New Marl-
boro, Mass. - W.G.M. 
PETER JAY SCHAEFER, 1964 
Peter J. Schaefer, one of the most 
active and personable members of the 
Class, died suddenly at Syracuse, N.Y. 
June 2. He had been studying at the 
Business School of Syracuse University 
this past year. 
Born February 13, 1942, a son of G. 
Ellis and Grace J. Schaefer he prepared 
for college at Conestoga Senior High 
School, Berwyn, Pa., where he compiled 
an excellent record in studies and in 
sports. 
At Trinity he was on the Dean's list 
his junior and senior years and was 
elected to Pi Gamma Mu, national so-
cial science society. He played freshman 
football and won his letter three years 
in lacrosse. President of the Economics 
Club, he was named a Junior Adviser 
and elected to Medusa. In his senior 
year he was named an Air Force ROTC 
Distinguished candidate and also re-
ceived the Air Force Association Meoal 
and the John C. Alexander Memorial 
Award. His fraternity was the Phi Kappa 
Chapter of Alpha Delta Phi in which 
he served as vice president and under-
graduate chairman of the fraternity's 
!31st annual International Convention. 
Besides his parents he leaves a brother, 
John E. 
JosEPH CLARK GREW, HoN. 1942 
Joseph C. Grew, United States Am-
bassador to Japan from 1932 to 1942, 
died in Manchester, Mass., May 25 . Mr. 
Grew was the first man to rise through 
the foreign service ranks to an ambassa-
dorship. He is survived by three daugh-
ters, Mrs. Albert Levitt, Mrs. A. Grew 
En~lish , and Mrs. Cecil B. Lyon. His 
wife, the former Miss Alice deVerman-
dois Perry. died in 1959. Her grand-
father, Commodore Matthew C. Perry, 
opened Japan to the world in 1853. 
Born May 27, 1880, in Boston , Mass., 
a son of the late Edward Sturgis Grew 
and Annie Crawford Clark, he prepared 
for college at Groton School, Groton , 
Mass., and was graduated from H arvard 
University in 1902. 
Beginning his diplomatic career in 
1904, he held posts in Mexico City, St. 
Petersburg, Berlin and Vienna before 
being named chief of the State Depart-
ment's division of Western European 
Affairs. 
After serving as a secretary at the 
WOJ;ld War I Peace Conference, he was 
named Ambassador to Turkey in 1927. 
His tour of duty in Japan was marked 
by constant warnings of the growing 
Japanese hostility, and on January 27, 
1941. Mr. Grew cabled that the Japan-
ese had plans for a surprise attack on 
Pearl Harbor. 
In 1942 Trinity awarded Mr. Grew 
the honorary de l!ree of Doctor of Laws. 
After Pearl Harbor he was appointed 
soecia I as~istant to the Secretary of State. 
Cordell Hull. Later he became head of 
the office of Far Eastern Affairs and 
finally Under-Secretary of State. He re-
t ired in 1946. 
Mr. Grew will also be remembered 
for his efforts to remove the diplomatic 
service from party politics and earned 
for himself the title "father of the career 
service." He was the author of "Report 
from Toyko" and "Ten Years in Japan." 
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Board of Fellows 
The Board of Fellows, at its meeting Saturday, June 
12, elected Robert Toland Jr. '44 chairman for a two-
year term. This is the first time a chairman has been 
harned for a term longer than a year. Bob Toland was 
first elected to the Board in 1961 and was re-elected 
for a second three-year term in 1964. He joined the 
Office of University Development at Yale University 
as Associate Director, Corporations, in April 1964. 
Prior to that he had been sales manager of the Na-
tional Blank Book Company, Holyoke, Mass., for eight 
years. He was graduated from Harvard Business School 
in 1949. 
In discussing the role of the Board of Fellows, Bob 
told the editor that when the Board was originally 
established in 1845, the members served as the "official 
examiners" of the College in matters, academic and 
otherwise. The function of examiner, particularly in 
matters academic, has, of course, long since past. "In 
recent years," he continued, "the Board has acted more 
as a sounding board for the three main segments of the 
College: student body, faculty and administration. It 
has made recommendations to the Board of Trustees 
and initiated programs that seemed appropriate. Spon-
soring the Visiting Committees has been one of its 
active projects in the past few years. 
"Since the Board of Fellows consid~rs itself a service 
group to the entire Trinity family," he concluded, "we 
welcome suggestions and comments. We hope that 
alumni, in particular, will feel free to direct their com-
ments to me or to any member of the Board." 
The following is a list of the present . Board of 
Fellows with the date of expiration of the term for each 
member. John R. Cook '10, right, receives Eigenbrodt Trophy from Samuel C. Wilcox '25, Secretary of the Board of Fellows. 
BOARD OF FELLOWS 1965-1966 
SENIOR FELLOWS 
John H. Pratt Jr. ' 17 (1966) 
Ridge Acres, Darien, Conn. 
Jacob C. Hurewitz '36 (1966) 
445 Riverside Dr., Apt. 61, New York 25 , N.Y. 
Samuel C. Wilcox '25 (1967) 
1044 Worthington Ridge, Berlin, Conn. 
Dr. Robert D. O'Malley '38 (1967) 
1021 Northampton St., Holyoke, Mass. 
Judge John P. Cotter '33 (1968) 
38 Wardweli Rd., West Hartford 7, Conn. 
William K. Paynter '37 (1968) 
1144 Weed St., New Canaan, Conn. 
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JUNIOR FELLOWS 
Dr. Paul H. Twaddle '31 ( 1966) 
430 Church St., Wethersfield 9, Conn. 
William R. Peelle '44 (1966) 
15 Lexington Rd. , West Hartford 7, Conn. 
*Robert Toland Jr. '44 (1967) 
493 College St., New Haven , Conn. 
Charles F. Johnson II '42 (1967) 
2517 Thornwood Ave. , Wilmette, TIL 
John E. Friday Jr. '51 (1968) 
Hillside Dr., Greenwich, Conn. 06832 
Dr. Joseph G . Astman '38 ( 1968) 
2 Border Lane, Levittown, Long Island, N.Y. 
*Chairman 
The Founders Society 
The FOUNDERS sociETr 
of Trinity College has been 
formed to recognize and 
to honor those Alumni, Parents 
and Friends who wish to 
perpetuate the values of Trinity 
College through thoughtful 
and generous support -
a role akin in both importance 
and spirit to the College's 
original Founders. 
The members for the past year are: 
Leonard D. Adkins '13 
Mrs. GeorgeS. Auerbach Hon. '51 
Mr. & Mrs. George F. Baker, Jr. 
Henry S. Beers '18 
James E. Bent '28 
Francis Boyer Hon. '61 
Lyman B. Brainerd '30 
Paul McM. Butterworth '09 
James R. Caldwell '18 
Mr. & Mrs. Clarence U. Carruth, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. David T. Chase 
J. Kapp Clark '36 
Martin W. Clement '01 
Dr. & Mrs. James R. Cogan 
John R. Cook ' 10 
Mr. & Mrs. F. Stanton Deland, Jr. 
Mrs. Eliason Downs 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert G. Dunlop 
George M. Ferris '16 
Henry M. Fuller '38 
G. Keith Funston '32 
Arthur Garson 
Mr. & Mrs. Morris Golub 
James L. Goodwin Hon. '63 
]. E. Griffith, Jr. '17 
Karl W. Hallden '09 
Allerton C. Hickmott Hon. '58 
Mr. & Mrs. John K. Holbrook 
Charles G. Jackson '28 
Glover Johnson '22 
Miss Elizabeth Knox 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert C. Knox, Jr. 
Wilmarth S. Lewis Hon. '50 
Anson T. McCook '02 
Allen W. Merrell '39 
Henry DuB. B. Moore Hon. '48 
RobertS. Morris '16 
A. Henry Moses, Jr. '28 
Thomas B. Myers '08 
Mr. & Mrs. Samuel F. Niness 
Robert B. O'Connor '16 
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Oliver, Jr. 
Sherman C. Parker '22 
John H. Pratt, Jr. '17 
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald F. Rorer 
Joseph N. Russo '41 
Mr. & Mrs. William L. Rutherford 
Mr. & Mrs. James S. Schoff 
Allan K. Smith '11 
Lloyd E. Smith '23 
Mr. & Mrs. Jules C. Stein 
Mr. & Mrs. Edward A. Suisman 
Mr. & Mrs. Samuel C. Suisman 
Mr. & Mrs. Fred Thomases 
Melvin W. Title '18 
Edgar F. Waterman '98 
Raymond J. Wean Hon. '54 
Jerome P. Webster '10 
Mr. & Mrs. Harold T. White, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. George W. Wyckoff 
Vertrees Young '15 
The first members of the Founders Society were 
honored commencement weekend when a plaque was 
placed in the second floor foyer of Mather Hall. The 
plaque with names lettered in blue lists the 1963-64 
members. 
Founders Society. (An endowment gift of $75 ,000 for 
unrestricted purposes entitles the donor to life mem-
bership.) 
Membership is granted on an annual basis with a gift 
of one thousand dollars or more for unrestricted pur-
poses. Thus, a contribution of one thousand dollars or 
more to the Alumni Fund or Parents Fund automatically 
qualifies the donor for one year's membership in the 
Members were invited to the Inaugural Dinner of the 
Founders Society on December 11 , 1964. Dr. Murray S. 
Stedman, chairman of the Department of Government, 
spoke on the subject of religion and politics in America. 
A special edition of Dr. Stedman's address was pub-
lished and sent to the Founders Society Members; each 
member also received a scroll. 
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The Capital Campaign and Annual Funds 
A number of you have asked questions about Trinity's fund raising plans for the present 
and future. What is the ten-year development program '~ goal? Does this mean there will 
be one long capital campaign or will there be two short ones? Will the annual funds-the 
Alumni Fund and Parents Fund-continue throughout this period? Why? And what does 
the term Decisive Quartern mean? 
Quartern comes from the Old French quarteron which meant the fourth part of a pound 
or of a hundred. Trinity is using the term to describe that twenty-five year period between 
1948 and 1973-the quarter century between its 125th anniversary and its 150th. More 
than fifteen years have passed in the quartern: a fifteen-year period that has marked a new 
stage of growth and strength for Trinity. But what Trinity accomplishes in the next ten 
years will, in large part, determine Trinity's future . It is a Decisive Quartern. 
The ten-year development program, announced last Fall, has a goal for endowment 
and physical facilities that totals $24,900,000. The bulk of this is to be sought in two 
capital campaigns. 
I 
Included in the ten year program is a continuing emphasis on annual giving. The annual 
income from the Parents Fund and Alumni Fund has played an increasingly significant 
part in the College's annual budget. (The $200,000 from both funds in 1963-64 for faculty 
salaries and scholarships was equivalent to the yield on an endowment of $5,000,000 at 
4%). To meet the increasing needs of the College-to maintain Trinity's strength in the 
future-the revenue from increased annual gifts is essential in coming years. (The only 
substitute for annual gifts of $400,000 in 1973 is an additional endowment figure of 
$10,000,000.) 
Annual funds are a "must" each and every year. In fact, the goals of the Parents 
Fund and Alumni Fund will be necessarily increased in the coming years. 
Therefore alumni and parents are being asked to maintain and, hopefully, to increase 
their annual giving to the college and to make in addition, a substantial one-time pledge 
to the Capital Campaign. (In capital campaign years, however, it was agreed to conduct 
spirited but swift drives for annual funds and to avoid dual solicitation in rapid succession.) 
Further, the Trustees of Trinity College reserved a certain portion of the Capital 
Campaign receipts to meet current expenses. Should the annual funds fluctuate in the 
course of the Capital Campaign, there would be funds available to supplement the 
annual gifts and thus to meet the current needs. Hopefully, such allocations would be a 
minimum; (the smaller the allocation, the sooner the capital goals are met) : But an 
allocation of any amount would mean that every alumnus and parent contributor to 
the Capital Campaign would also be a participant in the Annual Fund. 
II. 
Because of the launching of the Capital Campaign in several areas in the country in the 
winter and spring of 1965, solicitation for the annual funds was chiefly limited to two 
and one-half months in the fall. 
It is an index of alumni and parent generosity and eagerness that, in such a brief 
period, 2335 alumni contributed $115,592 and 573 parents gave $36,766. 
To reach the target goals, $49,408 is being allocated from alumni capital gifts and 
$13,234 from parent contributions to the Capital Campaign. 
III. 
Trinity is lastingly grateful to all alumni and parent contributors to the College. 
To you who have given, to you who have worked on the annual drives and the Capital 
Campaign-many thanks. You have helped further to strengthen Trinity. 
Albert C. Jacobs 
President 
d Report~ .. ~.:-~ · 
J~~--~r-----~------~--~ ~ 
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1964-1965 PARENTS FUND REPORT 
The Parents Fund exists to strengthen Trinity by 
providing current income for faculty purposes. 
A testament to the Parents Fund and to Trinity 
may be seen in the results of the 1964-65 Parents 
Fund drive. In the concise solicitation period of 
eight weeks, 573 parents contributed $36,766. 
Many of the contributors were parents whose 
sons were graduated from Trinity last year up to 
a dozen years ago. Many other contributors also 
made generous pledges to the Capital Campaign. 
I wish to thank all those parents who volunteered 
to serve on the Fund Committee. And to all of 
you who supported the drive, many, many thanks. 
RICHARD E. DEUTSCH 
Chairman 
ANALYSIS OF THE PARENTS FUND 
GOAL $ 50,000.00 
DIRECT GIFTS TO ANNUAL FUND 







Parent Average Gift $ 64.16 
Parent Contributors to Capital Campaignt 
Parent Contributors to both 
Annual Fund and Capital Campaignt 
t As of June, 1965 
PARENTS FUND COMMITTEE 
Richard Deutsch- National Chairman 
REGION I (Massachusetts, Connecticut, Western New York) 
Geoffrey A. Sawyer, Regional Chairman; Edward B. Hutton, Frank N. Fowler, 
Walter Doll Jr., Geoffrey J . Letchworth, Area Chairmen. 
REGION II (New York, New Jersey) 
Harold T. White Jr., Regional Chairman; Norcross S. Tilney, Harry S. Craver, 
M. Herbert Koeppel, Robert R. Stroud, Dr. Walter B. Macomber, 
Maurice A. Barclay, Area Chairmen. 
REGION III (Mid-Atlantic and South) 
Adolph B. Kurz, Regional Chairman; Norman F. Edmonds, Richard H. Sanger, 
Ernest C. Barrett Jr. , Bruce Dunham, Paul E. Kroekel, Area Chairmen. 
REGION IV (Near Midwest) 
74 
91 
Charles S. Arms, ,8.egional Chairman; William P. Getty II, Justin T. Stevenson Jr., 
Warren C. Wick, John T. Kirkby, Area Chairmen. 
REGION V (Midwest, Far West, North Central and Southwestern States) 
F. Carl Schumacher, Regional Chairman; Oscar Brachman Jr. , Area Chairman. 
1964-1965 ALUMNI FUND REPORT 
Trinity's Alumni Fund is a "living endowment" 
for faculty purposes and scholarships. The Alumni 
Fund is essential to Trinity each and every year. 
I wish, at this time, to thank all those alumni 
who made this year's effort so successful: the 
steering committee, the class agents and assistant 
agents, special gifts and leadership gifts workers-
and all who generously supported the drive. 
Trinity Alumni may well be proud of their Alumni 
Fund. 
ANALYSIS OF THE ALUMNI FUND 
GOAL 
DIRECT GIFTS TO ANNUAL FUND 
ALLOCATED FROM CAPITAL CAMPAIGN 
Alumni Donors to Annual Alumni Fund 
Honorary Alumni Donors 
Memorial Gifts 
Bequest Income Gifts 
Graduate School Donors 
V-12 Donors 
Friends 
Total Number of Donors 
Average Gift 
Alumni Donors to Capital Campaignt 
Alumni Donors to both 
Annual Fund and Capital Campaign! 
t AsofJune, J965 
ALUMNI FUND STEERING COMMITTEE 
William R. Peelle '44- National Chairman 
James E. Bent '28- National Vice Chairman 
Andrew C. Brown Jr. '29- Chairman, Leadership Gifts 
A. Brooks Harlow Jr. '57- Chairman, Special Gifts 
William B. Starkey '44- Chairman, Participation 
Sumner W. Shepard III '49- Chairman, Class Agents 
James T. deKay '51- Chairman, Promotion 























1899 VICTOR F. MORGAN 
1901 JAMES A. WALES 
1902 ANSON T. McCOOK 
1903· FREDERICK C. HINKEL JR. 
1904 
1905 ALLEN R. GOODALE 
1906· FREDERICK C. HINKEL JR. 
1907 
1908 
1909 REV. PAUL H. BARBOUR, D .D. 
1910 GEORGE C. CAPEN 
1911 REv. JoHN H . RosEBAUGH 
1912 HARRY WESSELS 
1913 WILLIAM P. BARBER 
1914 CHARLES W. COOKE 
1915 REv. JAMES A. MITCHELL, D .D . 
1916 REv. FRANK LAMBERT 
1917 ARTHUR RABINOWITZ 
1918 SYDNEY D. PINNEY 
1919 HARMON T. BARBER 
1921 ARTHUR N . MATTHEWS 
1923 WALTER W. CANNER 
1924 R. GEORGE Al:.MOND 
1925 GEORGE MALCOLM-SMim 
1926 NORMAN D. C. PITCHER 
1927 REv. RoBERT Y. CONDIT 
1928 JAMES E . BENT 
1929 MORRIS J . CUTLER 
1930 HERBERT E. SNOW 
1931 ARTHUR D . WEINSTEIN 
1932 EVERETT S. GLEDHILL 
1933 JOHN G. TRAcY 
1934 ANDREW ONDERDONK 
1935 JoHN s. McCooK 
1936 VICTOR E. BONANDER 
1937 WILLIAM G . HULL 
1938 GREGORY T. McKEE 
1939 ETHAN F . BASSFORD 
1940 CARMINE R. LA VIER[ 
1941 LoUIS BUCK 
1942 ROBERT P . NICHOLS 
1943 REv. ROBERT B. HALL 
1944 JOHN T. FINK 
1945 JAMES J . RHEINBERGER 
1946 EDWARD J. WASHER 
1947 WILLIAM WELLING 
1948 THOMAS M . MEREDITH 
1949 SUMNER w. SHEPHERD III 
1950 
HARRY K . KNAPP 
Associate Agents 
Dr. Thomas S. Claros 
John R . MacKesson 
1951 
SAMUEL W . P . McGILL 
Associate Agents 
Wayne W. Loveland 
Armando T. Ricci 
1952 
NICHOLAS J. CHRISTAKOS 
Associate Agents 
John H . Cohen Jr. 
Thomas C. DePatie 
1953 
RICHARD K. HOOPER 
Associate Agents 
Alan A. Moses 
Joseph B. Wollenberger 
1954 
Joirn G. CRAIG JR. 
Associate Agents 
James A. Leigh 
Rev. Richardson A. Libby 
1955 1962 
DA vm A. RoBERTS RODNEY D. DAY III 
Associate Agents Assistant Agents 
John H . Callen Jr. David S. Alberts 
William T . O'Hara Douglas K. Anderson 
John H . Baker Jr. 
1956 Robert A . Borawski 
KIMBALL SHAW George R . Fraise 
A ssociate Agents Lawrence R . Harris Jr. 
Edward A . Montgomery John W . Kapouch 
Gerald E . Pauley Jr. Robert J. Kelleher 
Thomas M. Kelley 
1957 
Robert W . MacLeod 
Robert J . Mason NORMAN C. KAYSER William G. McKnight III 
Associate Agent Arthur F . McNulty Jr. 
Walter C. Shannon William H . L. Mitchell III 
Roger E. Nelson 
1958 Michael C. Niven 
DAVID W. HASSON William M. Polk 
Associate Agent Frederick M. Pryor 
Harry C. Jackson Jr. Allen M. Rudnick 
I / Lt. Shepard C. Spink 
1959 
David W . Strawbridge 
BRIAN E. NELSON David A. Wadhams F . Peter Williams Jr. 
J . Donald Woodruff Jr. 
1960 
MARVIN W. PETERSON 
Assistant Agents 1963 
Emil D . Arle SCOTT W. REYNOLDS 
John W. Basset Assistant Agents 
Robert G. Beaven Robert L. Bur11er 
Charles A. Bergmann Robert E. Bylin 
Neboysha R. Brashich Clarence U . Carruth III 
Sanford A. Bredine Edward G. Casey 
Charles S. Burger Paul F . Haskell Jr. 
Carrington Clark Jr. William C. Howland 
Neil W. Coogan Stephen P . Jones 
Richard P. Hall Michael S. Leinbach 
Morris Lloyd Jr. Timothy F. Lenichick 
Richard E . Macho! Warren L. Linberg Jr. 
Clark Phippen Stanley J. Marcuss Jr. 
Robert L. Puffer Charles H . McGill 
Grosvenor H. L. Richardson Steven J. Molinsky 
Robb N . Russell Daniel L . Ostapko 
Curtis M . Scribner Robert H . Parlee 
Richard W. Stockton Michael A . Schulenberg 
Bruce Stone David M . Shields 
Peter Strasser Harvey W. Thomas Jr. 
Petter B. Underhill S. Anders Yocum Jr. 
1961 1964 ; 
FRANCIS B. GUMMERE GEOFFREY T. FREEMAN 
Assistant Agents Assistant Agents 
Donald J . Fish David J . Ahlgren 
Christopher A. Hodges Alan N . Anderson Jr. 
F . Benedict Hubby Ward B. EwinJ! 
Christopher D . Ulick Bertram E. Femgold 
John E. Koretz Christopher T. Gilson 
Donald LeStage III R. Scott Grjf.ocy 
George P . Lynch Jr. Robert W. evner 
Robert F . McCammon Jr. Albert D . Hutzler III 
Frank A . Morse John P. Kadlic 
Michael S. Perlman David E . Ladewig 
Jack A . Perry Joseph R . Martirl' 
John E . Romig Donald L. McLagan 
John P. Rorke Christopher J . McNeill 
Thornton G . Sanders Gary W. McQuaid 
John E . Stambaugh James R . Moor Jr. 
William A . Sullivan Jr. Edward J. Mosher 
Douglas T . Tansill Edward P . Roberts Jr. 
Samuel Wagner Alfred Steel Jr. 
Thomas J. Watt Donato A. Str.ammiello 
Edward Mel. Wiener Charles E . Todd 
Robert L. Woodward John L. Westney Jr. 
ALUMNI FUND CLASS STANDINGS 
CLASS AMOUNT ROLL DONORS Immortals (1898 - 1914) 
1915 $ 2,673.56 35 21 CLASS AMOUNT ROLL DONORS 
1916 2,815.00 37 21 1898 1,500.00 2 2 1917 2,570.00 32 18 1899 35.00 I I 1918 2,955.00 31 17 1900 10.00 4 1 1919 636.75 30 18 1901 1,701.00 11 10 1920 640.00 32 21 1902 1,100.00 8 8 1921 455.00 23 8 1905 65.00 5 3 1922 1,572.00 43 19 1906 561.00 9 8 1923 2,537.00 31 13 1907 (5.00 4 2 1924 1,007.00 34 14 1908 65.00 16 3 1925 3,528.00 46 22 1909 5,074.38 20 11 1926 917.76 56 27 1910 10,378.31 20 17 1927 1,076.00 34 15 1911 1,205.00 26 7 1928 3,212.50 57 25 1912 980.00 21 11 1929 780.00 55 18 1913 426.00 23 10 1930 2,540.00 49 21 1914 400.00 23 i3 
1931 1,507.50 60 20 
1932 2,387.00 64 32 
1933 540.00 68 15 
1934 3,799.00 100 49 
1935 1,502.00 105 39 CLASS ENDOWMENT FUNDS 
1936 2,910.00 94 29 
CLASS PURPOSE AMOUNT 1937 2,050.50 93 45 
1938 1,175.00 103 45 1870 General educational purposes $ 4,154.33 
1939 2,222.00 116 37 1916 Scholarships 36,400.00 
1940 775.00 102 19 1918 Scholarships 4,465.63 
1941 2,020.00 108 37 1922 (Being built up) 1,505.11 
1942 1,172.25 126 44 1927 Library 1,200.00 
1943 2,021.00 121 33 1934 (Being built up) 7,538.63 
1944 960.00 104 27 1935 Scholarships 5,810.94 
1945 642.00 76 20 1939 (Being built up) 1,531.36 
1946 497.00 87 23 1940 Scholarships 3,255.00 
1947 1,350.00 Ill 45 1962 (Being built up) 1,025.30 
1948 1,423.46 185 86 1963 (Being built up) 1,507.25 
1949 1,145.00 172 55 
1950 3,001.50 274 102 
1951 1,590.00 237 74 CLASS FUNDS 
1952 1,718.00 237 87 (Not Yet Part of the Endowment)* 1953 1,796.94 193 73 
1954 1,581.77 223 77 CLASS AMOUNT 
1955 2,219.10 238 68 
1956 1,482.00 203 68 1919 $ 181.66 
1957 1,356.00 195 76 1931 111.86 
1958 1,231.00 214 81 1954 281.61 
1959 1,502.73 231 93 1957 160.84 
1960 1,528.52 279 82 1958 11.82 
1961 1,578.25 250 115 1959 785.95 
1962 1,049.00 273 99 1961 88.56 
1963 1,100.89 261 113 1964 573.42 
1964 1,986.50 268 92 1965 643.48 
1965 20.00 - 2 • A class must have a minimum of $1000 in order to qualify 
1966 10.00 - 2 for a named endowment fund. 
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CONTRIBUTORS TO THE 1964-1965 ALUMNI FUND 
HONORARY ALUMNI 
The Rev. Canon Robert B. Appleyard, D.D. 
Mr. Francis Boyer 
Rt. Rev. Charles F. Boynton 
Miss Florence S. M. Crofut 
Rabbi Abraham J. Feldman 
Mr. Peter M. Fraser 
Mr. Alfred C. Fuller 
Mr. Milton H . Glover 
The Rt. Rev. R. Heber Gooden, STD 
Mr. William P. Gwinn 
Dr. Stewart Hamilton 
Dr. Greville Haslam 
Mr. Frederick E. Hasler 
Mr. H. M. Horner 
The Rt. Rev. Harry S. Kennedy 
The Rt. Rev. W. Appleton Lawrence 
Dr. Stanley H. Osborn 
Mr. Jesse W. Randall 
Mr. Whitney North Seymour 
Mr. Clarence N. Wesley 
The Rt. Rev. Lewis B. Whittemore 
V-12 
Gordon W. Burrows 
John B. Kelaghan 
Donald A. King 
Dr. Melvin Klickstein 
Donald J. O'Hare 
John D. Warwick 
FRIENDS 
John A. Hill 
Mrs. Nancy W. Nolin 
GRADUATE SCHOOL ALUMNI 
Miss Lillian Smith Adams 
. Ellsworth M. Beecher 
John J. Boyle 
David W. Brewer 
Walter A. Carey 
Mrs. Margreta S. Cheney 
Mrs. Elizabeth P. Comerford 
Henry C. Dixon Jr. 
Bernard A. Gilman 
Garrett L. Greene 
Miss Kathryn C. Havens 
Alfred H. Horowitz 
Allan R. Hyde 
Curtis E. Jennings 
Mrs. Ruth H. Kennedy 
John M. Lashbrook 
Miss Jean M. MacKesson 
Mrs. Katherine K. McLane 
Miss Marylouise Meder 
George H. Murray 
Ernest L. Ogden Jr. 
Henry H . Pierce Jr. 
Miss Dorothy L. Quigley 
Miss Margaret M. Shanahan 
Mrs. Amy B. Slade 
Donald F . Sullivan 
Edward S. Swanson 
Samuel A. Talbot 
Mrs. Hilrnat L. Talcott 
Mary C. Vulcano 
BEQUESTS 
Frank D. Woodruff- 1883 
Howard A. Pinney- 1887 
Hill Burgwin- 1906 
Matthew Bach- 1910 
Robert 0. Muller - 1931 
Thomas James Holmes- Hon. 1941 
CORPORATIONS AND FOUNDATIONS 
JEtna Life Affiliated Companies 




Chase Manhattan Bank 
Chemical Bank New York 
Trust Company 
Combustion Engineering 
Connecticut General Life 
Insurance Company 




The Continental Insurance 
Companies 
Diamond Alkali Company 
Dow Chemical Company 
Esso Education Foundation 
Fafnir Bearing Company 
Ford Motor Company 
General Atronics Corporation 
General Electric Company 
General Foods Corporation 
24 
(Matching Gifts and/or Special Grants) 
Gulf Oil Corporation 





Johnson & Higgins 
Jones & Laughlin Steel 
Corporation 
Kidder, Peabody & Company 
Lever Brothers Company 
P.R. Mallory & Company, Inc. 
Manufacturers Hanover 
Trust Company 
Marine Midland Trust 
Company of New York 
Massachusetts Mutual Life 
Insurance Company 
Mellon National Bank and 
Trust Company 
Merck & Company, Inc. 
Mutual of Omaha-United of 
Omaha 
Motorola Foundation 
National Cash Register Company 
National Distillers & Chemical 
Corp. 
National Lead Company 
New England Mutual Life 
Insurance Company 






Phelps Dodge Corporation 
Pitney-Bowes, Incorporated 
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company 
Rust Engineering Company 
Scott Paper Company 
Smith Kline & French Laboratories 
Stauffer Chemical Company 
Textron Incorporated 
Travelers Insurance Companies 
Turner Construction Company 
Union Tribune Publishing 
Company 
Western Publishing Company 
Xerox Corporation 
Young & Rubicam, Inc. 
ALUMNI BY CLASSES 
1884 1908 Carpenter Harding Skau 
In Memoriam Donnelly Foote **lves Traub 
Lawson Purdy Edsall Holcomb Johnson Valentine 
Porter **Penn Lambert Williams 
1890 Randall 
Pettigrew Linton Wyse 
*Taylor Rankin Lyon 
In Memoriam **Segur Martin 
William E. A. **Wessels *Maxon 1920 
Bulkeley 1909 *Meyer Adkins 
*Anonymous 1913 
**Miller Bond 
1894 Backus *Morris Boyce 
Barbour Barber **O'Connor 
*Greenley Buchanan Brown Pierce 
Bruce 
Butterworth, P. *Case *Pierpont 
Cahill 
Hartzmark 
1898 Creedon Deppen **Rask Hoisington 
**Waterman Gilbert 
Fairbanks Redding *Huber 
**Hallden Marr Schmitt Jackson 
*Harriman McCreery Tiger Kolodny 
1899 **Xanders **Noble Woolley **Lynch 
**Morgan Maxson 
Sawyer Lyon 
In Memoriam Reineman 
Sayres, A . P. 
1917 Miller 
Adrian Friend of 1909 
(Tom) Mitchell 
Onderdonk (Raymond 
Withington Barnwell, F. L. Nichols 
John Wean In M emoriam Barnwell, J. B. Perkins 
Foundation) Raymond H. Creamer Porter 
1900 Bentley Dennis Priest 
Clement Dworski, M. Puffer 1910 Pendell 
Abbey 1914 **Griffith 
*Purves 
**Rosenberg 
1901 Capen *Barton **Gummere Shulman 
Brinley Carpenter **Blachford **Hasburg Whipple 
Brown Clark, D. W. Cooke Hatch 
**Clement Clark J. B. Craik **Hungerford 
Evans **Cook, J . R. Cross Johnson, F. L. 1921 
Hahn Francis deRonge McCoid 
Hudson Gamerdinger Dexter Pratt Ameluxen 
**Rudd Geer Lawlor Rabinowitz Butler 
Van de Water Harris Moore *Racioppi Hoffman 
Wales Leschke O'Connor **Rock Hutchison 
Wharton McElroy Senay Schwolsky Matthews 
Oliver Walker, A. W. Wooster Neiditz 
Smith, I. W. Walker, R. F. **Newsom 
1902 Townsend Wessels 1918 Ransom 
Backus Turner In Memoriam **Beers 
*Reitemeyer 
Bentley **Webster Ethan F. Brandt 
Carson In Memoriam Bassford Burnap 
Gooden Charles H. 1922 
McCook Bassford 
Carlson Byrnes Cohen 
Merriam Horace R. 1915 Griffith *Caldwell 
Walker Bassford **Bailey Hatheway Cram 
White Friend of 1910 Bennett Markham deMacarte 
(Mrs. Elizabeth Brinkman Mullen England 
B. Capen) Brown, T. C. Murray Gable 1903 Budd Phister Goldenberg 
Fallow Chapin Pinney **Guertin 
Goodale 1911 **Cowles Pollock **Johnson 
Buck Edsall Robertson Kneeland 
Christie **Kinney Shulthiess Miller 1905 *Cook Kyle Simonson Nordlund 
Bulkley Foster Mitchell Title **Parker 
**Carr Green Olafson Wessels Reynolds 
Goodale *Maxon Peck Richman 
*Harriman Pomeroy Pressey Styring 
Rosebaugh Smith, B. L. 1919 **T ansill 
Sherman Smith, R. R . *Armstrong Thomson 1906 **Smith Stratton Barber Tucker 
Butler Trachtenberg **Young, V. Crampton 
Cowper Rees, Harry K. Zipkin Grayson 
Haight (now deceased) Friend of 1915 Jarvis 1923 
Hinkel In Memoriam Leeke Berube 
Hunt Edward E. Nirenstein Bowdidge 
Lauder burn Dissell 1916 Partridge Calano 
Rebr Berkman Potter Clark 
1912 
**Elder Pressey Gammell 
1907 
English Rorison Gesner 
Barnett **Ferris Sagarino Hartt 
**Moody Bates Green Schortmann Miller 
Thompson Blake Hansen Silverberg Newell 
*Capital Campaign 
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Norman 1927 **Brainerd 1933 Lionel L. 
*Perry Bashour Bush *Bell Long Post Bell Cornwell Butler Raymond A. *Seeley Cahill Keeney **Cherpak MacElroy **Smith, L. E. *Celentano **Linn Cullen Patrick *Smith, H. L. Chapnick Lovering *Eichacker McMahon **Webster Condit Macinnes Grant Charles 
*Conover Nye Hemenway Melville 
1924 Conran Petrikat Jones James V. 
Dorison Forrester Polo Melrose Shea 
Goodridge **Green Regnier Ogg James B. 
Goodrich Hamlin Rogers Pratt Webber Jr. 
Hawley *Hartt Rosenbaum Sharkey 
Johnson Kerridge Rowe Sivaslian 
Lundborg Manierre Ryan **Sheafe 1935 
Marranzini Muller Sloss berg Tracy **Amport Morton Segur Snow Wadlow, L. A. 
Strong Baskerville Mulford Wilbur Wadlow, T. S. Bennett **Rich Wise Brown Thomas 1928 1934 *Boeger Woolam **Alford 1931 *Albani **Buckley Yeomans Beers Baldwin **Buess In Memoriam Bent **Blakeslee Basch Bullock Col. John V. Berger **Blauvelt **Bayley Cacase Mills Burr Childs Bose *Chapman 
Condon Dann *Benjamin Coffey 
1925 *FitzGerald *Darrow Burnside Cosgrove 
Birch Gibson **Doolittle, H. D. Civittolo **Darrell 
Dubin Gordon *Fleming Jr. Clark Dickerson 
Fleming Green Giffin Coale Farnell 
Geetter Hartley *Gooding Co it Fleisch 
**Goodridge Jackson Harrison Cowles Goldenberg 
Katz, H. J. Jacobson **Craig Gordon Guillard Keating Daut Hagarty Had! ow Lacy Mackie **Day Hawley Lib bin Mathes Hanaghan Mastronarde **DeBonis *Hanna Lischner Meeker Dumont Malcolm-Smith *Meier Hart 
**Noble **Moses Mitchell **Ely Hazen bush *Scaife Peiker Nugent **Schmolze 
Ewing Heyel 
Phelps Rosenfeld Tobin 
**Fidao Irvine 
**Ricci Rulnick Twaddle 
Flynn Junker 
Samponaro Sa Iiske Fowler Kunze 
*Smith Waterman Gallaway Lane Shannon Weinstein Gladwin Madorin Singer Valerius **Wilkinson Goddard Marquet Smith Walter Wykcoff Stone **Ward **Grafe McCook 
Thorburn Young *Haring *McKenna 
Valerius In Memoriam 1932 
**Holland McQuade 
Weiner Walter Howard Mowbray 
*Wilcox Whitaker Abbott Jackson Olson 
Adams Kelly Parsons 
1926 Andrus **Kingston Roisman 1929 Boeger Lokot *Shaw, B. *Aikin Barlow Burgess Mason **Shaw, J. L. Avitabile Blank Campbell Muir **Sisbower Burr Brown **Carlton Mullarkey Slater Coletta Cutler Convey Newman Trantolo Dann DeBonis *Elliott Onderdonk, A. Walker, G. H. Dempsey Dip lock **Fontana Rankin Ward Fertig Ellis **Funston Remkiewicz 
Ford Gillespie Garrison Reuber 
Gamble Hardman Geiger Rollins 
Hubbard Hey Glassman Rosenfield 1936 
Hull Ihrig Gledhill Schach *Alpert 
**Jackson Koenig **Graham Schmolze **Benson 
Linn on **Loomis Grainger *Shaw Bonander 
Loeffler May **Greene Smiley Carberry 
Messer *Mills *Heydenreich **Smith, S. E. Christensen 
Miller Morgan **Kibitz Snowdon **Clark 
**Newell Rowland Meier **Sutherland Collins 
*Nicol Toomajian Meloy Tucker Crawford 
Noble *Uhlig Muzio Uhlig Davis 
*O'Brien Turney Ouellette Zlochiver Duzak 
Parke *Walker Phippen In Memoriam Geare 
**Pitcher *White **Prior Francis H. Henderson 
Riley *Whitney Sidor Ballou Hollins 
Roisman Zinner Slater Albert W. *Houston 
Sheehan Smart Hanninen **Hurewitz 
Sherman Smith, J. Ernest H. Jennings 
Tule 1930 Sykes Higgins Kirby, 
Wallad Belden Warwick John P. W.M.M. 
Whiston Bobrow White Hodgson Leavitt 
*Capital Campaign 
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McKee DiCorleto 1940 *Down Tribelhom Kazarian 
More DiLorenzo Alexander Earle Tullar Knight 
*O'Brien Drury Bland Elrick Tyler Laschever **Ogilvy *Fuller Canfield Fisher **Upham Loomis, D. Piacente **Gilbert *Cassarino Glynn Williams Milling 
Rogers, L. S. **Gladstein Chandler **Hotchkiss Warren Murtaugh **Scott Griswold, E. S. *Dimling Jacobs *Page 
Scull Griswold, W. R. Duennebier *Johnson 1944 *Plant Sinclair Hagarty Engel Jehl Rittner 
Spelman Hodgdon, Jr. **Ferguson Jensen *Anderson Rosen 
Starkey Hoegberg Harrison Jerome Bellizzi Schwartz Stein Hom **Howe Johnson, H. G. *Borden Shafer Weeks Jackson Jones, J. F. *Kloss Buttery Stud well Winter *Johnson Lindner **Madison Christensen **Sturges 
Kenney McLaughlin McGee Cooper Sullivan 
Lahey *Onderdonk *McKibbin Day Tietze 
1937 **Layton Riley Meshenuk Desmond, J. M. Vincent Leon Ritter Middleqrook Dexter Washer Alpert **Lindsay Rountree Jr. Morris Donohue *Wilson **Bainbridge **Lundin Shapiro Nichols Doty }3aker McNulty Slate **Paddon *Fink 1947 Barrows **McKee Spitzer Payne *Fay Bauer Motten Stubbs *Pillsbury **Fried *Donahoe **Brooke Parsons *VanDuzer Pizzo Ghent Dubinsky Broughel Peterson Vogel **Pulito *Grant Eichacker Burdett Pfanstiel Wolf Rhines Gossling Ellis Calderwood Podorowsky Rosen Litke Emch 
Carter Pomeroy Rothauser Ohrenschall Flynn 
Colton **Sherman 1941 Scully Paine **Friedland Cramer *Shields Adams, K. *Siems Peelle Gallone D'Angelo Spring Simpson Peterson, S. Gates 
Davis *Tattersall Barnes Sweetser' Roberts Gelderman 
Dexter **Ti ... tteman Bennett Taber *Root Godfrey 
*Dimeo **Tulin Borstein, M. L. Tamoney **Richardson, Hane 
Doty *Walker Broatch· Thenebe R. E. Hayes 
Egan Whaples Buck *Tuttle *Root Hunt 
*Ferruicci Carpenter Viering Rutt **Jennings 
Fien Chauser **Vincent Shera **Johnquest 
*French 1939 
Conway 
*Weeks *Vanderbilt *Kaufmann 
**Gale **Cormier White Starkey Kelly 
Greco Bartlett Day Whitsitt Stein Kent 
**Haight Bassford DeBona Wilson Kingston 
Haskell Blake *Dickinson Wood, M.D. Kinsella 
Henderson Buths Flanagan 1945 **Koeppel 
Hull Colton Foley Brennan Levitt 
Kelly Couch Fuller *Casey Lorenson 
La us **Cromwell Goodman 1943 Chester Lorenzo 
Lehan Cruson Goodrich *Ashton Clark, P. A. **Lozier 
Lepak Davidson Harris, J. W. Bailly **Cohen **Marr 
Lindell Driggs *Heap **Baxter **Dix Maulucci 
Martin Flynn Holcomb Bolton Fredrickson Neusner 
May Follansbee Howard Bonee Frommelt O'Connor 
*McCarthy Glaubman Insley Brinckerhotf Golkowski **O'Neil 
McEldown~y **Gorman Johnson **Byers Goodspeed Piligian 
**Musgrave Harris, R. J. Kelly, F. A. Carrabba Graves Poliner 
Nelson *Hanson Kelly, K. J. Cobb Hawkins **Pope 
Nielsen **Hart Kiley *Conway *Hinckley Preston 
Nilson Hayden Malley **Corliss Meyer Richardson, 
Parker *Hamilton Man call Cup pia Milligan R. B. 
Payne *Hoadley Marshall Denny *Moran Rosen 
**Paynter Hope Mulcahy *Denigris Moyer Rosenberg 
Randall *Howard Nolf Dickinson Oberle *Rotondo 
Sanders Klein *Prendergast Douglas *Page Schroeder 
Scenti Leggett Roberts Fay Pinsky *Smith 
Scharf Madden Sehl Guillet Rhein berger Stirlacci 
*Soule Mador Smith, E. A. Gulliver *Richards Tapogna 
Urban McCarthy Smith, E. S. Hall, R. B. **Roberts Thomsen 
*Merrell **Stenbuck Heubner *Weatherly Verdi 
Morgan, W. S. Thomsen *Hinson Aspell, Walker, C. W. 
Newhall Welcher Jesse! William P. Welling 1938 O'Brien *Jones, S. P. (now deceased) **Wicks 
Anderson Olson 
1942 
*Jones, C. L. *Withington 
Astman Sackter **Kavanaugh Woodward 
Barbour Schmuck Anderson Lutkins 1946 
**Benjamin Skelley Beaty McLaughlin Botway 
1948 Brennan Smith, E. L. Beidler **Morrison *Coleman 
Chotkowski Smith, G. W. Bestor *Peck Cramer Andrian 
Clapp Starkey *Birmingham *Pomeranty Goldfarb Anthes 
Corso Tulin Bond Scott *Granfield Arnold 
Cross Turner **Bonsignore *Potter **Harris Barnett 
Culleney *Twiss Bowman Steitz Hart Beattie 
Davidson Upham Colton Tamoney Hazen Begg 
DeMonte Wilcox *De Berry Tracy **Kaufmann **Boland 
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**Bradley Winquist Bill you Stephenson McGill Hunter, R. N. 
Brand Zajicek Blake **Stewart, J. M. **McKean Keyes 
Brieant Zdanuk **Blum Sutton **Mecasky Kilty 
Brown Ziegra Bourgeois Tans ill *Minturn Kinner 
Burns Brainerd, J. R. Taslitt Mitchell, L. L. Knapp 
**Byrne 1949 Brown Thomas Moore **Krogman 
Campo 
Anderson, 
Buell Tiedemann **Muir Kunkel 
Carter **Bunnell Torrey, B. H. Nash *Larson 
**Casey S. J. E. Carter Torrey, N. ·E. Norden Laub 
Charles Beattie Cerosky *Trousdale Norton Lehrfeld 
Claughsey **Beisel **Chapin Tsu *Oberg Lewis 
**Cogswell Bingham **Chidsey Turkington *O'Connell Malkin 
Colosey Blake Clapp Urban Orde *Mason 
*Craig Bowden **Claros Van Why **Osborne McElwee 
Davidson Bracken Corcoran Wadsworth *Parker Miller, J. H. 
Dessart Cherpack **Cromwell **Wainman *Pierce Miller, T. C. 
Dickinson Cohen DeLuca Watson **Raden Morrisey 
**Dolan *Connor *Detwiler **Wetter Reynolds Nesteruk 
*Donnelly Connors DiLorenzo White, P.R. Richmond Newell 
*Dunri *Cornell *Davis **Wigglesworth Rogers Norman 
**Durick Coughlin Dorison Wilbur Rome Norris 
Faber *Cudworth *Dick Wildrick Roth Northrop, H. H. 
Faillace **Crafts Dougherty Wolford Schubert *Oliver 
Frankel Davis Durbas Young *Schwan tor *Ormerod 
Gershman **DeGrandi Eblen Zazzaro Shelly *Parsons, 
Ghent Ferrante Eiovitz Zenowitz *Sheary I. M., Ill 
Glazier *Fink **Farrow Simoni Parsons, J. B. 
**Gleason Giffin **Gabree Sinaguglia Partridge 
Goldstein Ginszauskas Gavens 1951 Stanger **Petro 
**Gorman Goldberg Glassco **Aldrich Stevens Phelps Gottesman Gunning Goodyear Stuart Quinlivan 
Greenberg, Howard Grinsell Allen Timour **Ratcliffe *Jackson **Anderson L. E. 
Jurczyk *Griswold Behley *Van Horne Ray bold Grenhart **Hadley *VanLanen Rickert 
Guttenplan Kayser Hadlow *Bacon Weikel **Rigopoulos 
Helman King Halasz **Berg *White Robins 
Huntington Lambert, F. *Hamilton Bertrand Wilson, J. S. **Rogerson 
Kichline LaMotta **Harries **Blair Wilson, R. H. **Russell Later Bomberger Krinsky 
Loveland Hickok Brewer Woods Schild Kuehn 
McQaw *Heikel Bridge Wright **Shapiro Lavery Hotchkiss, S. E. Simmons 
Learned Missell *Hutchinson Brown *Skinner 
**Lemieux **Mueller Jette *Burbank 1952 *Smith, D. R. **Norman Byers Leonard Olesky *Katz *Camilleri Aiken Smith, G. E. Lewis-Jones 
Overton Katzman Carey **Aldrich *Smith, R. H. **Lockwood 
Paddock *Kelley Collier Almquist Smith, W. W. Loegering **Phelan Kestenbaum Coote Angelastro *Sproul Lubin Prigge **Knapp *Curtin Anton Stark Man call 
Redden **Knight Cutting *Barrett Steck Martin, L. F. Richardson Kochanski *Dudley Becker Taylor Marut 
Rouse Krackhardt Dickinson Bernabo Thomas, K. D. May 
Shepherd Long *Dobbs *Bickford Tuttle McDonald 
Sherman Maccarone Elliott **Bleecker Ulrich Meredith 
Simonian MacKesson *Ellsworth *Boland **Vaile Minturn **Simons Marte **Freeman Bolinger Vi bert **Mitchell, M. C. Smith **Martino Friday Buffum, C. C. Welna Morrell 
*Straley McNulty *Garrison Buffum, R. C. White Nicholson Straley Mellins Grant *Buhl III Wiberg Nourse *Tanner **Meskill Groth Christakos Wilmot Proctor 
Taylor Mullane **Groves *Clough Woodruff Reynolds, E. Teichmann Obrey Hamilton *Cohen Yeomans **Reynolds, W. H. **Tenney Paddock Hampson **DePatie **Young Rivkin 
Tribelhorn Page **Hansen Diana Robinson, C. E. **Urquhart Palmer Harding Edwards Robinson, G. P. Vi bert Patterson *Hardy Elder 1953 Roedel **Waugh Perez **Hollyday Fisher Barber Savoy 
**Williams **Perry Hornish Fitzgerald Barhydt Schlachter *Wilson, D. I. Rekas *Horan Forte *Barnett, K. C. Schwartz 
*Wilson , R. C. Robinson Howard Foster, G. V. **Barnett, T. A. Schollhammer Wilson, Robottom Hurwitz Fuller Barrows Simmons 
W.M.A. *Rockwell Jachens Goralski *Basile Smith, M. C. Wood Ross Jackson Gurwitt Berdick Singer **Rowney **Jacoby **Hatfield Bernhard Smith, T. A. Ruthman Jenkins Head **Berseth Stokes 1950 Sanseverino *Johnson Hill Binda Stratton *Anonymous Schear Jones **Hoisington Blackler Strongin Albright Scully Kaufman, R. P. Holmes **Brewer Thomas *Armstrong Sherman **Kirschner Hopkins, B. B. Brown **Tyler Austin, F. M. *Shettle Kulp Hopkins, J. V. Burns **Walmsley **Bellis **Snow **Lawrence Howard *Burton **Weinhauer Bennett, J. S. Stein Loveland *Hubbard, J. S. **Campbell, J. P. 
*Whelan Biddle *Stearns *Maher Hubbard, R. G. Carroll 
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* *Chistolini Brown, F. A. Webber **Smith, R. D. **Stehle *Niness 
Clark, D. R. *Bowen West Squires *Steinmetz Payne, M. K. 
*Clarke **Bruce Wilson *Stephens Stone Percy 
Clem Bunnell Windesheim **Thomas, J. M. **Taylor, D. M. *Philipp 
Clifford **Campbell **Woodward Truitt *Temple Pierce 
*Colton Carlough Wormer **Ullmann Thorpe Pillsbury 
Davis *Clark Volpe Townley Pisetsky 
Dean **Craig Wainman Tulk Pitchell 
Douglas Crenson 1955 Welsh Vigneault *Reichard, E. W. 
Dwight, E. F. *~Crosier *Bennett Wildrick **Wareing Reichard, H. C. *Faulkner Dobrovir Bartlett, H. W. Wright Warren Rosenfeld Fitz-Randolph *Davis Weisbruger **St. John 
*Fox Engelhardt *Bittner **Willis **Salamon 
Guardo Esquirol Blye 1956 Wood Shaw 
**Hamblett *Farrar *Bolger Woodward *Shannon 
Hayward Fawley Brody **Abbott Zachs **Sheffield Brotman Ahlberg **Zimmerman Slater Heller **Fowler, E . *Buchanan *Alexander **Hooper Godfrey Burdon **Anderson, A. P. Zito Sleath Holmquist *Gillooly Callen Anderson, B. F. *Spatt Humphries Griffith Cardwell Anderson, D. W. **Szamier Hunt *Green Champenois Baker 1957 **Taylor Kurland Hennigar Tews **Close Barter Barber *"'Tobin Lauffer *Hewson Craig *Barton Barlow Lecrenier **Higinbotham Valdati Detzler Bates *Beers Vincent L_ee, D. W. Hill, G. T. *Dickinson *Bell Bennett Webster **Longobucco Hill, J. J. **Dimling **Beren Bonsignore Wilson, J. D. *Lorenson *Hines Eberle **Bergerman *Boos Luquer Hopkinson Winslow Feinberg Boss **Bradley, E. S. Wolin Lyford Hutnick Fisher *Bulitt Bradley, J . R. Wood **Marden Jager **Foley, Calbi Brown, L. *Marggraff Johnston, D. F . J. P ., Jr. Casale Brown, T. **Worthey Marriner Johnston, R. Freeman *Coursen *BucKJngham *McAlpine Kalinowski *Fuger Daley Calabro McCandless Kennedy, D. K. *Gardner ill Dodds **Case 1958 Merrill Kimmick Geetter *Duggan Channell Back Michie Kipp Golledge Eason **Clinton *Bailey *M iecznikowski Knight Haeberle Eastburn **Couch Barth Miller, S. P. **Knutson **Hoag Erickson Curran Baxter Miller, W. S. **Koeppel Holland Fein Daly Berglass **Mortell Kronholm Hopper *Gartland Daniels, J. M. Blumstein Moses Lawler Islamoff Gledhimm Darcey Bogert Moskow **Leigh *Joy Guertin *Day Bogli Nelson Libby Kopp Hammaker Doolittle Bouldin Pado *MacColl Lahey Holmstrom Douglas Bowden Paquette MacKenzie Laird Jewett **Drayton Brian **Parrott MacKimmie *La Pointe **Johnston Elder *Buchanan **Pattison *Maclea Logan Kelley Ewald Cass Peterson Marshall *Livingston Knight Finkbeiner **Chekas Petit Mazzarella Luby Kotch Fleishman Clarke Richards McCauley **Lunt *Kurmaskie *Foster **Corbett Romaine Mitchell *Maher *Loeb Fox Corcoran Rowen Moylan **Maitland Lawrence, T. W. **Frank *Couture *St. Pierre **Muirhead McCrea **Limpitlaw *Frazier Crandall Schloss **Murray **McCully *Loveridge Giffin Creamer *Seeber *Newman Mehldau *Luquer Gocht Crowe, A. C. Sencabaugh Oberender *Meiselman **MacDonald, B. N. Gould **Crowe, J.P. **Shigo Ox holm Michelson **Martin Hall, J. Edgerton Shriver Paris Miller, D. T. *Matthews **Hall, R. H. Elliott Simmons Pearson *Miller, Robert N . McAllister **Harlow Elsas Smith, R. R. *Piotrowski Moock *Meister *Hamilton Elting Stenberg Rathbun Morgan Montgomery Hoffman Farr Stewart *Porto **Moss *Mongillo Kayser *Ferrucci *Tildesley Robinson Mountford *Muirhead Kenefick Foy Toole Sauvage Nash Murphy Kennedy Gibson Valentine *Schreiber Nelson *Nissi Kompalla Gleason **Walsh Shechtman Newlin O'Brien Kratz Goldenberg Whitelaw Schoyer **Nixon Osborn Kuiper **Hall *Werner Shaw O'Hara Pauley Kylander Harrison **Wills Silverberg **Palshaw Pengel **Learnard Hasson *Wollen berger **Sivaslian Penfield * ~-Pienkowski Letcher Hawe Yates Smith, E. H. **Peterson Piper *Lockfeld Hazzard Storms **Price *Plotts **Luke Illick Taft **Ralph Price MacDonald Jackson 
1954 Tansi Riccardo Raig Macisaac James 
Anderson, J. R. *Teece *Riley m Renkert *Makrianes **Kaufhold 
Anderson, W. P. Thomas, G. M. **Roberts Schader **Marion Kenefick 
Anthony *Toggenburger Rose, E . S. Schuh *Melnyk **Kenny 
Atwood Tompkins Rose, S. H. Scott, S. W. McCracken Kilty 
Avitabile *Van Brott Rowe Shaw Miller Kravatte 
*Berrone Vanderbeek *Royston Sivitz Miner Krupp 
Bloodgood Von Thaden Scheinberg Smith, L. C. Morse **Kulas 
*Bissonnette Waldman Simons **Stearns Myerson Larsen 
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Lockie Hartz **Bredine *Turman *Mutschler **Farnum 
Lorson Henriques Bridley *Underhill Myerson, D . A. *Fehm 
**Lowenstein Hoag Brink *Varbalow Myerson, P. J. Finch 
McClenahan Houston Burger *Vignone Newberg Fox 
Mcllwaine Hunter *Camilluca Wachs **Peatman **Francis 
**Merrill Jacklin *Caple *Walker Perlman Gates 
**Miller Jaffe, R. R. Casali *Wilcox Perry Gross 
Muench Jessen Chase *Winans Phelps Hageman 
*Moran *Joy Coxhead Yam Pol stein **Harris 
Newton Kardon *Curry Zitt Pomeroy Harting 
Noble *Kenney *Dagata Postma Hoffman 
Norris **Krim Davenport 1961 Quigley **Hopkins 
Olsson LaRochelle *Davy Alagna Rader, J. K. Ierley O'Reilly Lieber de Coligny Anderson Ramsey Johns **Painter *Lindemann *Dickey **Angell Rawson Johnson, P. A. Parker Long Emley Bashwiner Reese Johnson, R. T. Perkins **Lukens Farnsworth **Beebe *Refalvy Johnson, T. S. Polstein MacDonald Felton *Bernstein Rodney Kapouch *Reed Macintire Filiurin **Boykin Rohlfing Kessler Renard **Mannion **Foy Brault Romig King Renelt Martel Frank Bridge Rowley *Kisor **Repole *Mauck **Gabrielson Brown Sanders Kraft Rose *Mayo Galati **Cantor **Schnadig **Kuehnle **Schacht, M. A. Mills Gavin Childs **Schoenfeld Lackey **Scharf *Merrifield Gerundo Coleman **Schumacher LaRocca Schaupp Miller, A. B. Golas Cowley Seibert *Leahy *Schwartz Moor in *Goldhamer Cramer Shaw Lee **Shenkan Moreschi *Goldstein Dinsmore **Shilkret Leddy *Shepherd Muir Gordon Dove Smith **LeWinn Shuster **Murray Green, A. J. D raper Stambaugh Lip kind Simmons **Nelson Greenlee Dreller **Steeves Lloyd, M. *Simon Nichols Greenwald **Ewart Steiner Lloyd, T. Smith, D. A. Nolan Haddad **Fish **Stempien **Lockton Smith, F . S. Olson Hall, R. P. Fitzpatrick Stewart **Lynde *Terry Olton Hall, R. T . Fitzsimmons *Sullivan MacLeod Thorpe **Onderdonk Hammaker Forrest **Tansill Mason *To lis **Pfeffer **Johnson, R. G. Forrester Tattersfield **McCurrach *Traut Pingpank *Kirk Gage Thrower **McKnight Uphoff Pizzella Koenig Georgeady Turner **Meyer **Wallace **Polk Kotch Giegler Tuttle **Miller Werne'r PI ice Kroh Gleason Urban Mitchell, W. H. L. Williams **Putnam LaMothe Goldfaden **Vincenzo **Mor~an *Wolfe **Reed, T. M. La Valle Gregg Wachtel Nardiello **Zoob Reo pel *Lazarus Guertin Waggoner Nelson Reynolds Leof Gulotta **Wagner O'Brien Riddell Levine Gummere Waldeck Pedini 1959 Rovno **Lloyd Hamilton *Weber Pine 
**Abeles Salver Lyons Handler Wiener Polk 
**Adams **Scheibe **MacDermott Maxwell Wilson, T. B. Pryor 
Anderson, E. J. Schreiner McKelvy **Haynie Wood Rand 
Arndt Seastrom Middleton Henry Zelly Redford 
Bates Scheinberg Narins · Herman Zimmerman **Richardson 
Bigelow Sgro Paterson Hodges **Zousmer Robinson 
Borus Shechtman Pedemonti Hoffman Rothbard 
Bozzuto Simonaitis Peterson Hanish Rudnick 
Brian Smith, A. R. Phippen Hubby 1962 **Sankey 
Campion **Smith , R. A. Plank *Hudson Alberts *Scully 
*Case *Speno Psarakis Hughes, E. C. Anderson, D. K. Shechtman 
Cerrito Spitzmiller Puffer Hughes, P. R. Anderson, G . K. Sheley 
Chichester Strass Raynor lllick Bailey Sifton 
Coykendall Taylor Rhodes Johnson *Baker Smith, F. C. 
Dorwart *Thompson Richardson Kahl Bishop, C. H . *Smith, M. E. 
Dubel Tubman Riter Karvazy Borawski Smith, M.E. 
**Dunning **Wassong Royden Kauff Borus Spink 
Edwards **Weeks Russell, R. N. Kilborn Brown Stetler 
Elwell Widing Rutledge Kirtz Bundy **Strawbridge 
*Englehart **Wischenbart Ryder **Koretz Carlson Sullivan 
Fairbanks Wyckoff Salm **Kreisel Chase Sweeney 
*Fineschriber Zinner **Salmon Layne **Classen Syer 
Ford Hoover, Lyman M. *Schmitt Leiser Cool Thayer 
Foster (now deceased) Schneider LeSt age *Coyne Traut 
Freeman **Schulik **Lord **Creighton Tuerk 
**Frost 1960 Scribner Lowe Cuneen *VanDer Hie! 
Gay **Anderson, H . Sienkiewicz Lynch **Cutler Wadhams 
Gebelein **Arle **Spahr MacDonald Daniels **Wagner 
Gowing Bacharach **Stockton Mandell *Darrow Warren 
*Graham, G. R. *Balchunas Stone Marvel **Day Werner 
**Graham, W. J. **Barlow Sweet Mayer **Densem Whitters 
Graves Beaven Thomas McCammon *Denson Williams 
**Hardman **Beech Tilzer McRae D'Oench **Woodruff 
Harnish Bergmann Tiffany Mixter **Duncan Woolsey 
Harrod Bergh Tsairis **Morse Elwell Zuill 
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1963 Haskell Neulander Yonov Hallowell ~ · saklad 
Alvord Hill, E. B. **Niles In Memoriam **Haring Schwartz 
Baum *Hill, M. E. **Ostapko Don F . *Haslach Silansky 
Berman Hoerr Parlee Taylor *Heid Sinicrope 
Bernstein, I. D. Holroyd Perreault **Hemphill Sommer 
Bernstein, R. P. Hutch Pitcairn 1964 **Hevner *Spencer 
**Blume Imrie Pope Ahlgren Huntoon **Stanley 
*Booth Jones, S. P. Reese Anderson, M.P. Hussey Steel 
Bordogna Johnson, T. W. Reynolds, L. L. Anderson, R. S. Hutzler Stevens, B. L. 
Brackett Keen Repetto Atherton Jacobs **Stevens, T . C. 
**Brittain Kent Reynolds, S. W. Auerbach Katz Stowell 
*Brooks *Kirk **Richardson, J. M. Bennett *Koretz Strammiello 
By lin Knox *Richardson, W. Blackman Levy *Sweet 
Calabrese *Koch Robertson Bloomstein Loi Taylor 
Campbell **Kollett Schulenberg Bob ruff Matire *Tetro 
**Carruth **Kraut Scull Bosch McCann **Thomases 
Casey Kriteman *Shenk *Bowie McKune Todd 
Chang Langlykke Sherin *Bragdon McLagan Tower 
Clark **Leinbach Shields Brainard McNeill **Twerdahl 
Correll Lenicheck Smith, D. G. Brainerd Melrose Twining 
Coxhead **Linberg Smith, T. H. Bralove MiLler, R.C. **Wadlow 
Crowley Lippitt Southworth Brasfield Miller, S. P. Watson 
Densen Mackie **Spitzer *Burnham Minot Waxman 
Dickson Marcuss Tozer Champany **Mitchell Wenger 
Ebersold Marshall Trickett Cimilluca Moeling Westney 
Emery *Marvel Tuttle **Crawford Moor White 
Emsley Masius Vickery Ehrhardt Morris Wilt bank 
Faxon McCord Viering Feingold Mosher Wiltsek 
Files McCormick von Starck Ferrara Nelson **Withe.rington 
Fraser McElwain Waggett Fiordalis **Palmer Zinser 
Friedman McGawn Washburne Fish *Pavlech In Memoriam 
Gaines McGill Watson Freeman Plass Albert C. 
Gaines **Merrell Wetzel Frier Pyle Williams 
G ale Miller **Wicks Galaty Quirk 1965 
Gardner Mil us Winer *Gilson Ratches Winter Gebhard Molinsky Winfield Goldberg Ravizza 
Gold Moore Winner Gregory Roberts 1966 
**Haarstick Moyer Yeaton **Grenhart Rodner Baker 
Haddad Murdock Yocom Grossman Rushmore Glendinning 
CONTRIBUTORS TO THE PARENTS FUND 
FRIEND 
Miss Elizabeth L. Knox 
PARENTS 
California 
William S. Bartman 
John H. Harriman 
John H. Lowe 
Robert G. Mitchell 
Dr. Felix H. Ocko 
J. N. Telischak 
Colorado 
Victor Thomas 
Mrs. Hamilton WaLlace 
Connecticut 
Harry S. Apter 
Paul Arcari 
Mrs. Emil Arle 
The Hon. 
Nicholas F. Armentano 
Frank W. Atwood 
Reginald M. Bagley 
Loring M. Bailey 
*Joseph J. Balciunas 
*Marcus D . Banghart 
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Joseph C. Barrante 
*John H . Bartol 
Samuel R. Basch 
William Berkowitz 
Reeve K. Biggers 
Wilfred Birnbaum 
*Arthur H. Boultbee 
Mrs. Alfred B. Bowden 
Mrs. F . W. Brecker 
Mrs. Mary C. Brown 
Howard H . Brown Jr. 
John H. S. Candee 
Albert G. Carlson 
Andrew J. Carlson 
James Caulkins 
**Mrs. Marshall Clark 
Samuel C. Coale IV 
John E. Cogoli 
Philip A. Coleman 
Oliver J. Crossland 
Fred J. Daly 
**Albert H. Davis 
*Louis R. DeConti 
Krikor Derderian 
Richard E. Deutsch 
Louis J. Devendittis 
Herbert Dickstein 
Walter Doll Jr. 
J. Lawrence Downs 
Mrs. Helen M. Duran 
*John E. Eckert 
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James H. Eddy 
Melvin F. Evarts 
**Dr. John G. Falcone 
Oscar H . Fidel! 
Louis Friedman 
Mrs. Florence Gagnon 
*Robert H. Gay 
Nathan A. Geetter 
*Edward A. George 
John G. Geremia 
Louis H. Glassman 
Samuel Goldberg 
Mrs. Edith Goldschmidt 
Austin Goodyear 
Samuel Gould 
Colonel Joseph A. L. Greco 
*Ridgway M. H all 
**A. Brooks Harlow 
Arthur R . Heimgartner 
Alvah V. Hinckley Jr. 
Jack Hoffman 
Benjamin L. Holland 
Mrs. Charles Holmes 
Leon J . Honiss 
Raymond J. Hornfischer 
Richard W. Hyde 
Louis Jacobs 
Dr. Clifford G . Johnson 
Walter A. Johnson 
J. WiLliam Kapouch 
Jacob Kassow 
Millard Kaufman 
Willem E. Keur 
Frederick Kirschner 
*Stanley J. Kosloski 
Louis Kotch 
*Robert A. Kraut 
E. George Lauretti 
Max Lipkind 
Lester H . Loeffel 
Corado J. Lombardo 
Alan Lowenthal 
Dr. Joseph A. Lubitz 
Alexander A. MacKimmie 
Benjamin D. Mandell 
Dr. Gerard R. Miller 
*Mrs. Owen Morgan 
Frank H. Murphy 
Jules F . Nolan 
Horton O'Neil 
Sidney R. Orem 
George D. Ornato 
Charles Overbeck 
Frederick T. Parker 
Archie R. Perry 
Rodwell H . Phillips 
Dr. William H. Pomeroy 
Francis M. Powers 
Richard B. Price 
Nicholas Psarakis 
Mrs. Maurice J. Quirk 
Harry E. Ratner 
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Joseph Ravizza 
*C. A. Richardson 
William M. Richardson Jr. 
Peter P. Rizauckas 
*Colonel W. L. Rogerson 
John W. Ross 
Isidor Rubin 
Mrs. Ann Rubinstein 
H. Carl Sandberg 
Edward J. Sawicki 
Samuel S. Schoen 
William Schwartzman 
**Benjamin Shapiro 
Mrs. Helen G. Silansky 
Abraham E . Silverman 
**Edward P. Simonian 
Mrs. Marjorie V. Smith 
Michael C. Sommer 
Arthur E . Spielman 
Robert E. Stansfield 
**Norman A. Staples 
*Michell B. Stock 
William D. Strohmeier 
Joseph W. Sullivan 
Clarence E. Sweet 
**Vincent H. Szamier 
Reuben C. Taylor Jr. 
*Frederick D. Tobin 
James W. Tower 
*Sidney Trachenberg 
Mrs. Karin E. Walmet 
Paul N. Wenger 
**Harold T. White Jr. 
Thomas S. Wilson 
Winfield S. Witherwax 
Delaware 
**David F. Anderson 
Theodore S. Beck 
John D. LaMothe 
**Bernard L. Maguire Jr. 
**Robert A. Moss 
**Carl Schlatter 
District of Columbia 
The Rev. F . H. Arterton 
Bernard R. Bralove 
**Waldron Faulkner 
Charles L. Kent 
William B. Sanders 
**Richard H. Sanger 
Dr. William B. Walsh 
**James E . Wilson 
Florida 
Halleck A. Butts 
Mrs. Dorothy M. Dinkier 
Stuart G. McCampbell 
Philip T. Newman 
Peter J. Swaluk 
Frank W. Tuttle 
Georgia 




Albert D. Waterhouse 
Idaho 
Lester T. Gutzman 
Dlinois 
James H. Arensman 
Albert E. Beck 
Robert W. Bangert 
Alfred W. Blanken 
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*George F. Bremer 
William B. Center 
*Robert S. Cushman 
*Bernard J. Fleischman 
Frank F . Fowle 
Henry Gamson 
*Gerber 
Andrew K. Henry 
Willis W. Herbeck 
**Dr. Paul H. Holinger 
**Dr. Hugh H. Hussey 
Mrs. Helen C. Jaeger 
Dr. Hilger P. Jenkins 
**Dr. Donald L. Kessler 
James C. Leigh 
Mrs. Martha B. Lorch 
Hathorn W. McCulloch 
*Charles W. Miller 
John E. O'Neal 
*Nuernberger 
John H . Roth Jr. 
William L. Rutherford 
Minier Sargent 
Harry J. Sigman 
Chester F. Sjoholm 
*Harvey B. Stevens 
C. Ralph Stone 
**Raman W. Stultz 
Francis D. Weeks 
Thomas E. Wells Jr. 
Iowa 
Mrs. Richard S. Cass 
William P. Ellwood 
Kentucky 
Donald Cardwell 
Julian F . DePree 
Albert L. Entwistle 
Charles K. McClure Jr. 
Mrs. Atherton Neblett 
James C. Stone Jr. 
Maine 
David Ebenstein 
Thomas P. Jones Jr. 
Richard K. Warren 
Maryland 
**Carlyle Barton Jr. 
*Donald W. Carroll 
**E. William Chapin 
**Richard M. Cooley 
**W. Kennedy Cromwell Jr. 
Samuel W. Earnshaw 
**Norman F. Edmonds 
Chase C. Gove Jr. 
*Ross B. Hooker 
**Samuel Hopkins 
*Albert D . Hutzler Jr. 
Cary W. Jackson II 
**Dr. Vernon C. Kelly 
Morton L. Kemper 
*Mrs. Edwin C. Lane 
Andrew W. Lebert 
**Robert H. Levi 
**Albert E. Makin 
Martin F. McCarthy 
*Glenn B. McClelland 
*Edward McCrensky 
**Lawrence Perin 
*James C. Pine 
James T. Pyle 
**Colonel Harold E. Ratcliffe 
**TalbotT. Speer 
**The Rev. 
William F. Sprenger 
**Mrs. JohnS. Stanley 
Marvin N . Stein 
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Dr. Luther L. Terry 
**Bernard P. E. Wolbarst 
*Dr. J. Donald Woodruff 
Massachusetts 
Clarence H. Bartelman 
Ralph Beebe 
Nelson Bigelow 
*Allan C. "Boas 
Alexander W. Borawski 
*Mac R. Bougere 
Raymond L. Boulanger 
Curtis Campbell 
Stanley F. Clarke 
Mrs. Ernest Clary 
*Alan Craven 
*F . Stantpp Deland Jr. 
Willis K : Egleston 
*Dr. Kenneth S. Fletcher 
Frank N. Fowler 
Eli Freedson 
John D. Freeman 
Frank S. Gardner 
Jack B. Gittins 
Isadore 0. Goverman 
Philip D. Granger 
Philip M. Hallowell 
Walter J . Hesford 
Dr. James Roloff 
Edward B. Hutton 
Alden P . Johnson 
Arthur M. Kaplan 
Edgar H. Kent 
George R. Larson 
Raymond S. Locke 
William H. Marden 
Dr. John E . McKeigue 
Dr. Harvey R. Morrison 
William B. Morse 
**Louis F. Oldershaw 
**Paul M. Perhonis 
Raymond T. Perron 
**Hugo Roth 
Geoffrey A. Sawyer 
Charles H. Shepard 
*Richard D. Smith 
George R. Sommer 
Thomas Taylor 
William F. Tuxbury 
Mrs. Anthony R. 
Whittemore 
Dr. George S. Wild 
Harry J. Winer 
Ronald G. Worsley 
Michigan 
Mrs. Charles W. Bishop 
**William Black 
H. C. Blake 
~- claud Carver 
**Dr. John Ehrlich 
**Robert A. Emmett Jr. 
*Sherman J. Fitzsimons 
*Dr. J. Stewart Hudson 
*William Muir 
*Mrs. Stanley N . Muirhead 
*Walter F . Rockwell 
Minnesota 
Lucian H. Brown 
**Jack W. Kuehn 
*Charles Purdy 
Willard G. Schulenberg 
George R. Steiner 
*SamuelS. Thorpe, Jr. 
Missouri 
John W. Losse Jr. 
William G. Martin III 
Eugene E. McDaniel 
F. Carl Schumacher 
Dr. John W. Seddon 
Ralph S. Stone 
Horace V. Turner 
Floyd L. Vosler 
John W. Waggett 
Dr. John H. Woodbridge 
New Hampshire 
Donald W. Cameron 
New Jersey 
Seymour H. Abrams 
*Irving J. Angell 
Jack H . Bagan 
W. Lloyd Barnard 
Mrs. Philip K. Bartow 
Harvey W. Bingham 
Edward S. Blackwell Jr. 
Mrs. Nathalie Bodner 
*Rev. Canon George H . Boyd 
John R. Brown Jr. 
**G. Frederick Burt 
Winfield A. Carlough 
Anthony L. Carrad 
Charles E. Champenois 
*William H. Chew Jr. 
J. Dudley Clark Jr. 
Dr. Saul Cohen 
John M. Conover 
**Dexter G . Cook 
Stuart P. Coxhead 
Harry S. Craver 
Edme H. Deschamps 
Harry W. Dierman 
Stephen Doorley 
**Elric G . Endersby 
James D. Finley 
Matthew G. Forrest 
Robert J. Jacobson 
**Dr. Jacob D. Katz 
Mrs. Betty W. Kelsey 
*'''Carl G. Langen 
Asger F . Langlykke 
Liebowitz 
John M. Mackie 
Juliu~ J. Marion 
Lee Mason 
Frederick A. Milholland 
Sevmour Perkins Jr. 
A tibrey Pershouse 
Everett B. Post 
Sterett R. Prevost Jr. 
Charles V. Reydel 
Carl K. Rhine 
**Martin C. Risse! 
Irving Rogow 
**Dr. Oscar Rozett 
**Howard M. Sadwith 
John M. Sartorius 
Frederick A. Smith 
Cyril S. Stanley 
Harry R. Stern 
**Robert R. Stroud 
Michael N. Verdi 
Leon Weinberg 
Dr. Bernard M. Weinstein 
**George B. Wendell 
William G. Whitelaw 
J. Herbert Whitworth 
Millard Wood 
**H. Boyd Woodruff 
New York 
Sheridan Albert 
Donald B. Anthony 
*Harding F . Bancroft 
Dr. Miriam Barber 
Maurice A. Barclay 
Max Bartko 
Dr. Frank A. Bassen 





John H . Bose 
Dr. Sigmund S. Briger 
Frank H . Brigham 
John H. Brinckerhoff 
Donald R. Browne 
Clarence U . Carruth Jr. 
George M. Coryell 
Russell H. Coward 
Willis G . Coward 
*Leon Densen 
Paul 0. Diesel 
**Donald G . Dillenbeck 
Dr. Norman D. Edelman 
Alfred Eliot 
**Everett R. Enck 
Sherman Farnham 
Marvin Fein 
Dr. Bert Feldman 
Allan Field 
Burt Franklin 
**William H. Frost 
**Irving Gall 
Irwin Golann 
**Dr. Edward Goldstein 
**Morris Golub 
Mrs. Barbara H. Griggs 
Mrs. Northam L. Griggs 
Mortimer Grossman 
The Hon. Frank A. Gulotta 
*Paul Harris 
Arthur E. Hauser 
Laurence B. Henriques 
*Gerald B. Henry 
T. Jack Henry 
Mrs. Walter R. Herrick 
George K. Hopke 
Thad E. Horton 
* ~' Dr. Louis R. Inwood 
**Ingvar Jensen 
Mrs. Zelma Kalnins 
Dr. Milton M. Kardon 
Abraham Katz 
Dr. Joseph T. Kauer 
Thomas A. Kelly 
John V. Kenney 
F . Shallus Kirk 
M. Herbert Koeppel 
*Max L. Koeppel 
Abraham Krisiloff 
*George A. Laub 
Dr. Julius J. Leichtling 
Dr. Lawrence Lessem 
Geoffrey J. Letchworth 
George B. Levy 
Dr. L. Maxwell Lockie 
George P. Lynch 
Frank S. Lyons 
Dr. W. Brandon Macomber 
Harold M. Masius 
Dr. Irving Mayer 
Malcolm H. McAllister 
William G . McKnight Jr. 
*John J. S. Mead 
Mrs. Lawrence Mehringer 
Mrs. Hathaway K. Melchior 
Maurice Mermey 
Ernest S. Meyers 
Harry J . Miller Jr. 
Joseph A. Moore 
George W. Morgan 
**Dr. Henry H. Mouradian 
*E. Neulander 
Mrs. Mollie G. Newberg 
Earl M. O'Connor 
•:• capital Campaign 
Mrs. William D. Orr 
Sol Perens 
Mitchell Perrin 
Dominic N. Perta 
Augustus S. Polemis 
**Mrs. Martyn C . Ratzan 
**Kurt D. Rice 
Sidney J. Rodner 
William M. Rosenbaum 
**Dr. Bernard Rothbard 
Paul P. Roudakoff 
Dr. Samuel Salomon 
Dr. Harold Sanders 
**Dr. Louis Scheinberg 
Sol Schwartz 
Walter 0. Siegel 
William D . Siegfried 
Peter M. Sivaslian 
**Isidore Slutsky 
Mrs. Marilyn Smith 
Richard A. Smith 
William M. Smith 
Sedgwick Snedeker 
Theodore E. Stebbins 
**Geoffrey H . Steinemann 
Norcross S. Tilney 
I. Benneth Tribken 
W. Dean Wallace 
Philip B. Wattenberg 
Mrs. Jack Weinstein 
George Whitehead Jr. 
Mrs. John C. Wilmerding 
Dr. Thomas Wiltbank 
Henry H. Wiltsek 
**Paul W. Winter 
The Rev. Alexis Yonov 
North Carolina 
Dr. William S. Jervey 
Charles E. Waddell 
Ohio 
Robert H. Anning 
Charles S. Arms 
Dr. George Bent Jr. 
Joseph A. Billington 
*Brigham Britton 
Louis W. Camp Jr. 
*John A. Caple 
**Dr. George Crile Jr. 
*John Duncan, Jr. 
Robert F. Ebinger 
Vincent Fiordalis 
**Norman W. Foy 
Dr. Julian B. Galvin 
*Henri P. Junod 
John T. Kirkby 
W. Baker Lucas 
William E. MacDonald Jr. 
Samuel P. McCalmont 
**Mrs. Charles H . McCrea 
Richard F. Raub 
**Edgar A. Sanders 
Bern Schulman 
Arthur H . Schweitzer 
Dr. Edmund H. Schweitzer 
Justin J. Stevenson Jr. 
John C. Stites 
Dr. Byron C. Stuhlman 
**William G. Sutherland Jr. 
David H . Swanson 
**Dr. Clark Weaver 
"'.obert C. Webster 
Leo L. Weingarten 
*Warren C. Wick 
Oregon 
Mrs. Bernice V. Igou 
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Pennsylvania 
Dr. Samuel Baer 
Richard W. Baker 
**C. Minor Barringer 
Robert M. Bartlett 
*Mrs. George E. Bass 
**Dr. Albert Behrend 
H. Lloyd Beyer Jr. 
*William Block 
**Max L. Bluestone 
*Dr. George I. Blumstein 
**William H. Bradbury Jr. 
H . Payson Brickley 
*Linn P. Brown 
Frank S. Chaplin 
**Aaron Charney 
Mrs. John H. Clark 
Alan G . Clifford 
Roger W. Clipp 
*Joseph E . Colen 
*Allen L. Cooper 
La urence Cooper 
Horace J. Culbertson 
William B. Davison 
Edmund K. D awes Sr. 
Dr. Alfred Diamant 
Paul B. Dickey 
**Bruce S. Dunham 
**Robert G . Dunlop 
*James E . Elkin 
**Henry W. Farnum 
Henry W. Farrow 
**William T. Fox Jr. 
Fred C. Foy 
William P. Getty II 
Nathan Goldberg 
Raymond E. Hartz 
Dr. Malcolm L. H ayward 
**Dr. Robert B. Hedges 
Donald S. Hevner 
*Wolcott McM. Hey! 
**Donald B. Hurwitz 
*Orton P. Jackson 
*Benjamin F . Jones III 
*John F. Kraft 
*"Paul E. Kroekel 
Adolph B. Kurz 
*Joseph W. Lee Jr. 
**Samuel Levitsky 
**Morris Lloyd 
Robert F. McCammon 
*Dr. William U. McClenahan 
Michael J . McCrudden 
Renwick S. Mciver 
**V. Adm. Ephraim R. 
McLean 
Dr. Joseph J. Moore 
Charles B. Morgan 
**Dr. Idell P. Morris 
Joseph W. Nary 
*Sam F. Niness 
D . Eugene Norris 
*John C. Oliver Jr. 
**John S. Peake 
William C. Pickett Jr. 
*Dr. Donald M. Pillsbury 
*William H. Pope 
Robert F. Powell 
**Alfred Raws Jr. 
Dr. Howard W. Robinson 
Gerald F . Rorer 
Dr. Jack Sabloff 
**Edward J. Sargent 
**Lindley C . Scarlett 
**Leonard Seitchik 
Robert H. Shipman 
Jacob R. Sotter 
George H. Soule 
Thomas E. Spence 
0 . F . Stambaugh 
Dr. John C. Stolz 
Dr. Timothy R. Talbot Jr. 
Emil B. Vail 
**Edwin P . VanSciver 
Mrs. Philip Wallis 
**Solomon Waxman 
*''Warren Wiegand 
*George W. Wyckoff 
Rhode Island 
Ralph M. Bixler 
Frederick C. Buffum 
Harold J . Field 
William E . Greene 
Howard Huntoon 
*Kenneth D . MacColl 
South Carolina 
Eldra M. Floyd Jr. 
Texas 
Maurice M. Pullman 
Woods K. Wellborn 
Utah 
Joseph E. Bernolfo 
John W. Losse Jr. 
W. James Tozer 
Vermont 
Lewis M. Stewart 
The Rev. J . Moulton 
Thomas 
Virginia 
Ernest C. Barrett Jr. 
Dr. W. Dan Haden Jr. 
Keith C. Miles 
Philip R. Moonves 
Frederick W. Scott 
Mrs. William C. 
Williams Jr. 
Washington 
Mrs. Ernest A. Johnson 
Wisconsin 
**Oscar Brachman Jr. 
**H arold A. Lenicheck 
Dean Burton L. 
Potterveld 
Hugh L. Ross 
*Robert B. Trainer 
Foreign 
C. L. Chang 
Mrs. Helen T . Chatfield 
Douglas Henderson 
Paul F. DuVivier 
Giannis N. Kairis 
FALL SPORTS ScHEDULEs 
FOOTBALL 
Sept. 25 Williams 2:00 Away 
Oct. 2 Bates 2:00 Away 
Oct. 9 Tufts 2:00 Home 
Oct. 16 Colby 2:00 Home 
Oct. 23 St. Lawrence 2:00 Home 
Oct. 30 Coast Guard 1:30 Away 
Nov. 6 Amherst I :30 Away 
Nov. 13 Wesleyan 1:30 Home 
SOCCER 
Oct. 2 M.I.T. 1:00 Away 
Oct. 6 UMass 3:15 Home 
Oct. 9 Tufts 2:00 Away 
Oct. 15 UHartford 3:00 Away 
Oct. 23 Williams I :00 Home 
Oct. 29 Union 3:15 Home 
Nov. 6 Amherst 1:00 Away 
Nov. 9 Coast Guard 2:30 Home 
Nov. 12 Wesleyan 2:00 Away 
CROSS COUNTRY 
Oct. 12 Coast Guard 4:00 Home 
Oct. 19 Wesleyan Home 
Nov. 6 WPI and Amherst at Worcester l:OO Away 
